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Chapt er 1 
NATURE OF THE NONOGRl1.PH , PROCEDURE, PREVIOUS HORK, -
PURPOSE AND SPECIF I C ELEMENTS TO BE 
PROVEN , AND DEFI NITIONS 
NATURE OF 'l'HE :MONOGRAPH 
Th e purpose of t h is monograph i s to make a linguistic 
anal y s is of t h e l yrics of t he most frequently sung hymns 
from three Pr ote s t ant congregation s s el ec ted to r epr e sent 
t hree de nomina t i ons group ed aceording to the degree f ormal 
liturgy h as i nfluenced t h e i nt er pr eting of t h e Scriptures 
. 
and the establishing of pra c t ices in the worship s ervice . 
No attempt is made to int erpr e t the various dogma ; the 
writer's at t empt is mer e l y to ex amine t he l yr i c s of t h e 
hymns sung to deter mine whether liturgi cal point s of d i f -
f erenco h av e been rec or ded i n them. 
Grouping of the Protestant denominations into c ategorie s 
of high l y -struc t ured, mo der a tely - s tructured , and non- s t ruc -
t ured is done fr om t he l ayman ' s point of view. The bas i s for 
t hese groups , one of gener a l knowl edge and general r esearch , 
is not intended to r ef l ect anythi ng other t h an the broadest 
of l ayman ' s knowl edge c oncerning t he general use of t heol og-
ical trea t i es in establ i shing s i gnificant dogma and ri t u a l 
characteri stic s . The mor e such res our c es a denomination 
1 
has and the more effect these resources have in the ritual 
of the worship service , the more structural the deno~ina­
tion was class i fied . It is understood, of course, that any 
given congregation might vary from the theo~etical structure 
of its denomination, but since the groups were very generally 
determined, representation within a group is not so narrowly 
defined that individual differences within denominationally 
accepted c ongregations would be so i mportant as to make the 
congregation atypical for purposes of this study. 
It is important to remember here tha t preference of 
hymns may at times be based on the rhythm or lyric appeal 
of a certain tune , or on the particular musical abil ity of 
a given c ongregation ; however , these variables operate within 
all denominations . Since all hymns are selected from the 
authorized hymnals of the three denomina~ions, the linguistic 
significance of the particular lyrics used should be equally 
valid for this study regardless of the tune. 
The main concern of the writer will be to examine the 
lyrics from the point of view of sensorial appeal, verbal 
appeal to the intellect, and associative emo~ive appeal. On 
the assumption that churches with the most formalized dogma 
will be the more intellec t u alized and consequently the more 
highly-structured, while t hose with the least formal dogma 
will be the least intellectualized and consequently the 
least structured, the work done will center on relating 
the lyric tones of the s e l ec ted hymns to the tone character -
2 
istic of the church chosen. In order to as sess each of t hese 
kinds of appeal , work done by Ernest I-i . Robson in T1:e Orches-
1 tra of t he Language , linguis tic knowledge as to the kinds 
of v erbs appealing to the intellect, and work done by Samuel 
Re i ss in Language and Psychologi 2 will be u s ed as standards . 
PROCEDURE 
This monograph is developed in six chapters . Chapter 1 
details the na ture of t he wor k , emphas i zing t he fact tha t 
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the study is of a descript ive nature r ather tha t interpre tive . 
Other points discussed are the bas is for group ing the denom-
i nations in t er ms of structure , t he examination of the lyrics 
of the s elected hymns to deter mine whether doc trina l influ-
ences ar e reflected in them, and t he pos sibility of some 
musical influence s on hymn ch oice . The first c~apter also 
deals with the primary conc ern of t he writer which is to ex -
amine the l yrics fr om the point of view of sensor ial appeal , 
verbal appeal to t he intellect , and associa tive emot ive 
appeal. 
Chapter 1 also deals Hith the proc edure to be followed 
i n the development of t he monogr aph and a description of the 
previous work done in the field of hymn t one and l yric anal -
1Ernest H. Robson , The Orchestr a of the Language , (New 
York: Strat ford Pr e ss , Inc . , 1959) , 206 pp . 
2sWluel ~eiss , Lan r::uar.e and Ps;rchology, (i!ew Yor k : 
Phi losophical Library , 19.::>9 ) , 299 pp . 
4 
ysis. Horeover , the purpose of the monograph and the s pecific 
elements to be proven are analyzed in this chapter . · Defini-
t ions of key terms are provided in the first chapter in order 
to clarify operative concepts . 
Chapter 2 deals with the relationships overall among the 
three churches chosen t o stand for the three divisions ranging 
from the highly-, to moderately-, to non-structured. A dia-
chronic review of the representa tive denominations is included , 
with attention dravm to individual characteristics which mi ght 
reasonably be expec ted to be refl ected in the language of t he 
hyinns of each group . 
Chapter 3 relates the specifics of the hymns of the congre-
gation representing the most formalized church , the Protestant 
Episcopal . The hymns to be studied, all found in The Hymnal 
of the Protestant Episcoual Church in the United St ates of 
Arnerica , 3 are "Father Eternal , Ruler of Creation ; "4 "God of 
Grace and God of Glory; u5 11 0 Sion, Haste ; 116 "Praise :My Soul 
3The H a l of the Protestant ~iscoual Church in the 
United States of America, flew York : The Church Pension .r1lnd, 
1943 ); 828 pp . 
532. 
4Ibid., Lyric by Geoffrey Shaw, 1925 , Tune: Langhrun, No. 
5Ibid., Lyr ic adopted from Friedrich Filitz , 1847 , and 
Harry Emerson Fosdick, 1930 , Tune : Hanheirn , No . 524. 
6rbid., Lyric by James Walch, 1876, Tune : Tidint;s , No . 261 . 
the Ki ng of Heaven; "7 and "For All the Sai nts . 118 These hymns 
were randomly s elected from those sung during regular Sunday 
morning services four or more t ime s during the 1970 c alendar 
year . The chapter is subdivided into three parts : part one 
wi ll present the mat eria l pertinent to sensorial appeal , part 
two will present that pertinent to verbal appeal to the i n -
t ellect , and nart three tha t pert inent to associative emotive 
appeal. 
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Chapter 4 relates t he s ame information for the five most 
f requently sung hymns of t he congr egation repr esenting the 
moderately- struct ured denomination, the United Methodist Church . 
The hymns , all found in The Hymnal , 9 are "Joyful , Joyful , We 
Adore The e ; 1110 "The Church 1 s One Foundat ion; 1111 "God of Grace 
and God of Glory ; 111 2 11 Are Ye Able? 111 3 and "I Sing th 1 Almi ght y 
7The H~al of the Protestant En isconal Church , Lyric by 
John Goss , 19, Tune : Lauda Ani ma , rio . 2b2 . 
8 rbid., Lyr ic by Joseph Barnby , 1868 , Tune : Sarum, No . 126. 
9The Hymnal, (Dayton, Ohio : The Otterbein Press , 1957) , 
832 pp . 
'.
0 rbid. , Lyric by Henry Van Dyke , 1907 , Tune by Ludwig Van 
Be et hovan , 1024, No . 10 . 
11 rbid., Lyric by Samuel J . Stone , 1_866 , Tune by Samu el 
S . ~/esley, 1 d64, No . 314 . 
12Ibid . , Lyr ic by Harry Emer son Fosdick, 1930 , Tune by 
John Hughe s , 1907 , No . 246 . 
13rbid., Lyric by Earl Marla t t , nd , Tune by Harry H:ason, 
nd , ifo . 41+3 . 
Power of God . 111 4 The chapter is subdivided into three parts 
fol lowing the same pattern as Chapter 3. 
Chapter 5 rel ates the s ame infor mat ion for the five most 
frequently sung hymns of the congregati on r epresent i ng ~he 
6 
non- structured church, t he American Baptis t Church. Th e hymns , 
all found in Christian :·Iorshin -- A Hymnal , 15 are "Joyful, 
Joyful, He Adore Thee ; 1116 "'•!hen I Survey the 'doundrous Cross ; 1117 
11Blest Be t he Tie Tha t Binds ; 18 "Dear Lord and Father of Man-
kind; 11 19 and 11\Vhere Cross t he Crowded days of Life . 1120 The 
chapter is divi ded into the same three- part structure as 
Chapters 3 and 4 . 
Chapter 6 is a s ummary of the conclusion drawn from the 
analytica l study at hand. 
PREVIOUS WORK IN THE FIELD 
After invest i gating the avai lability of works connec ted 
with the subject matter of this monogr aph in such works as 
14Th e Hymnal , Lyric by Isaac \/at t s , 1715 , Tune by Alexan-
der Reinagle , 1oJO , No . 56 pp . 
15christian Worshin - - A Hymnal , (Philadelphia: The Jud-
s on Press , 1953 ) , 5L~2 pp . 
16Ibid., Lyric by Henry Van Dyke , Tune : Hymn to Joy , No . 
17 Ibid., Lyric by Isaac Watts , Tune : Hamburg , No . 228 . 
18Ibid., Lyric by John Fawcett, Tune : Dennis , No . 476 . 
19Ibid., Lyric by John G. Whittie r , Tune : Whittier , No . 
20
rbid . , Lyric by Frank Mason Nor th, Tune : Germany , Ho . 
95. 
411 • 
519 . 
Honographs , Dissertations , and Books in Print, and through 
c orrespondence with the Hymn Society of America, I fpund no 
evidence that a work of this na ture has been developed. How-
ever , there are efforts of earlier works that hinted at cer-
tain aspects of this project . Notable ~wng these i s Harold 
21 Vetter 's Language Behavior and Psychopathology . Also in-
7 
t erest has been indicated by such works as IJ:.ade l eine Earshall 1 s 
The Singer's Hanual of ~nglish Diction, 22 Samuel Re iss 1 s 
Language and Psychology , and Ernest H. Robson's The Orchestra 
of the Language . Two articles were received from Nr . J . 
Vinc ent Hi gginson of t he Hymn Society of America which have 
appeared in the Society ' s publication The Hvmn, 23 -- "Christ-
ian Theol ogy and Hymnody 11 2 4 and "Thoughts About ·lords . 11 25 
Only previous work dealing specifically wi th sound and meaning 
of words are consider ed as prev ious works i n relation to thi s 
study . 
PURPOSE AND SPECIFIC ELLI:l'iENTS 1rO BE PROVEN 
The explication of the purpose of this monograph is 
realized through a t h.reef old approach . The first approach 
21 Harold Vetter , Langua Re Behavior and Ps ychonatholoGy, 
(Chicago: Ran d ~cNally , 1 969 ) , 230 pp . 
22Madel ein Marshall, The Sin~er • s Eanual of :llP.:l ish 
Diction, (New York : G. Schirmer , 1953) , 197 pp . 
23The Hyrm, (New York : The Hymn Society of .America, Inc. ) , 
Published ;1,uar-cerly . 
24i:lilliaI'1 B. Giles, 11Christ ian Theolot;y and Hyrmody , 11 The 
~' XIV (January , 1963 ), 9-1 2 . 
2511ichael Hewl ett, "Though ts About Her ds , 11 The Hyr.m , XX 
(July , 1969) , 89- 92. 
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tests the lyrics of the selected hynins for sensorial appeal in 
t er ms of the work done by ~nest :N. Robson i n The Orchestra of 
the Lanp,ua~e . Each sound is rel ~ted to Robson's numer i cal t a -
ble s of rela tive striking power values and relative mean tiMes 
in seconds for the aver age nat ive speaker of general A...~erican 
speech. 26 Dividing the total striking power of the hymn by 
the total r el ative mean time in seconds establish es the inten-
sity of the sensorial appeal according to Robson . The second 
approach is to test the s ame lyrics f or verbal appeal to the 
intellect . Linguistic knowlede.;e as to the structural tech -
nique s so appealing is the basis for this section. The t hird 
appr oach i s based on t he work of Samuel Reiss in Lanfuaee and 
Psycholcry and deals with a test of associative emotive appeal 
for the lyrics . 
On t he assumpt ion that churches with the most formalized 
dogma are the more intelle ctualized and those with the least 
formal dogma are the least intellec tualized , the work c enters 
on rela ting t t:e l yric tones of the selec ted hymns to th~ tone 
charncteris t ic of the churches chosen . Furthermore , on t he 
understanding tha t the three churches are not representative 
of i sol a ted entities , but of groups contrasted on a contin-
uing scale of degree , attention is given to evidence which 
shows t he l yrics of the flOderately- structured ~roup as a 
bridge be tween t he lin: uistic extrm1e s anticipated when the 
hi~hly- and non- structur ed l yrics are contrasted . 
26R , 
, ooson , op . cit . , pp . 146-1 51 . 
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DEFINITIONS 
The terminology used in this monograph is s omewhat tech-
nical; therefore , it is neces sary to define certain teITJ.S i n 
order to avoid a misunders t anding of the con·cepts employed. 
From Ernest Robson are borrowed several definitions a s used 
i n his text sinc e application of his work i s used in this 
study . Striking power is t he capacity of syllables and words 
to command auditory attention . 27 Tone in a word is mainly the 
tones of its vowels. 28 Relative~ time is the average 
duration of sounds spoken in general American speech at a 
rate of 148 words per minute . When added together these bits 
of sound become words and phrases with a continuity in time . 
These definitions are applied as gener al conclusions by the 
writer . Although no use is made of electronic or mechanical 
equi~IBnt , nor of l abor atory facilities , every ef fort to be 
consistent in sounding normal singing pronunciations when 
applying these definitions is pr acticed . 
From Samuel Re iss c ome the definitions oper~tive in 
applying his concepts to the s tudy . Idea- assoc i ation is 
the intensive t hough pr edominatel y unconcious activity of 
creating words plus the ir meanings in such a way t hat the 
existence of such entitie s as "ideas" existing apart from 
27 b " t Ro son , op . ci ., 
28I bid. , p . 52. 
29Ibid., p . 63 
p . 43 . 
any l anguage that is u sed to formulate or convey them is 
c onc e ived. 30 "Meaning cons titut es a psychologica l e.ntity 
having its own char acteristics which c an be disc ussed apart 
from any connection with words or sentences . While closely 
as sociated with words it is not in some way c ontained in 
the words . 1131 Again t he definitions are applied a s c onsis-
tently as possible , but wi thout l aboratory assistance . 
A ~ is defined for purposes of this paper a s any of 
those s ongs of a particular Christ i an denomina tion selected 
10 
for inclusion in an authorized collect i on of songs , responses , 
and readings for use by the c ongregation whil e participating 
in an established worsh ip service of that particular gr oup . 
SUMMARY 
This monogr aph , c oncerned with the linguistic s t udy of 
the lyrics of selected hymns , is analytical r ather than 
interpretive . Th e hymns are randomly selected from those 
most frequently sung by Protestant cons regations . These con-
gr egations , also randoml y s elected, repr esent t h e three litur-
gical d i vis i ons of highly-structured, moderately- struc t ured , 
and non- struc t ured. 
3°aeiss , op . cit ., p . 262. 
31rbi·d., ·t 263 Op . CJ. ., p . • 
Chapter 2 
DIACHRONIC RZVIl!;'\'/ OF 'l'HE PROTES'rANT EPISC OPAL, 
M!!.-.irHODIST , AND BAPTIST WITH 
ATTENTI ON TO I NDIVIDUAL 
CHARACTEHI~TICS 
The Protestant Episcopal , United H.e thodist, and American 
Baptist denominations have a t least two points in coI!Illlon. 
Historically , all three have entered our culture through an 
English backg:-ound, alth ough the Bapt ist denomination o:rigin-
ated in Germany and then was introduced into :.8ngland in the 
teachings of John Smythe . The Protest ant Spiscopal Church in 
the United States was so named in 1783, giving an acceptable 
name i;o the established , faithful following of the Church of 
Engl and, a name necessita ted by the nation's political change 
of status following the Revolutionary \·Jar . The Net hodists 
were born in t he daily r eligious pr~c t ic e of a s~all group 
of Oxford University s t udent s who were members of the Church 
of Engl and . Later these students , named Methodis t s becaus e 
of their methodical mode of wor ship , left the established 
church and pr acticed as an independent denomina tion. While 
the established church wa s brought to America automatically 
by the early explorers as earl y as A. D. 1578, Francis 
Fletcher , Chapl a in of the Church of Sngl and, read a pr ayer 
1 1 
and planted a cross while Sir Francis· Drake was claiming 
land for Queen Elizabeth I i n the area now called California 
12 
both the Methodists and Baptists c ame seeking a less hostile 
environment than Engl and extended to t hem. Today these.three 
denominations are considered by l ayman ' s standards as repre -
sentative bodies of three degrees of liturgica l formality which 
might be expressed in t h e terms highly-structured, moderately-
structured , and non- structured . 
The Protestant Episcopal Church enjoyed an early and 
sheltered beginning in the Colonies as the t r anspl anted Church 
of England . Prior to the Revolutionary War , the membership in 
the colonies grew rapidly and the effec t s of a serious and in-
creasingly independent follow i ng could be seen . As early as 
1702 there were about fifty Anglican clergymen working f r om 
the Carolina s to Maine . The Revolutionary War almost destroyed 
the Colonial Church of Engl and; however, loy alty to the epis-
copacy did survive t he devise influences of t he period and in 
1783 , at the Annapolis, r:ar y l and , conference, the name P.:."'ot -
estant Episcopal was adopted -- "Protes t ant to dis t inguish 
the group from t he Church of Rome and :spiscopal to distingui sh 
from the Presbyterians . 11 32 Long established and sheltered, the 
Church of England continues in the Protestant Episcopal Church 
in the United States of America . 
The Episcopal Church is historically viewed by l aymen a s 
formal in n a ture . This i dea of formality is undoubtedly the 
32Frank s . Nead , Handbook of Denominat ions i n t h e United 
States , ( New York : Abingdon Pr ess , 1961 ) , pp . 1b6-187 . 
13 
result of the universality of established practices, the 
notion of church discipline, and t raditional language usage. 
"The c hur ch expects of all its members loyalty to t he doc-
trine , discipline and worship of the one holy Catholic Apos-
tolic Church, in all essentials , but allows great liberty in 
nonessentia l s ."33 Among the essentials must be the l iturgica l 
worship , a distinguishing fe a ture whether of "high" or "low" 
orqer . The worship has its root s in the liturgy of the Church 
of England and s till preserves the cantic les and collects of 
centuries of practice. 
The Me t hodi st denomination began as a way of prac tice of 
da i ly relig i ous life by a small group within the Church of 
England. In 1729, John and Charles \·lesl ey and George White-
fi eld were students at Oxford University . They were diligentl y 
methodical in their prayer and Bible reading . They set aside 
stated time s for these pur poses . They tal ked of the need for 
"justification before s anctif ication." And they moved from 
the car1ipus to :preach among t he mas s es. Their practice s were 
j eered at by their classmates and uitimately the participants 
were shut out of the Church of .2ngland becaus e of their in-
creasingl y fervent worship . John Wesley preached an evangel-
is tic mess age in the streets, barns, and in the private homes 
while Charles wrot e hymns of the revival. "Between 1739 and 
1744 the organizational elements of Methodi sm were institu-
ted in England. Although the f irst overse as Methodist society 
33Mead, op . cit., p . 189 . 
14 
was formed in New York in 1766, as early as 1735 there is re-
c or d of more than 31 00 Methodists in the Colonies . 11 ~4 In 
1784 at the Christmas Conference held at Baltimore , the Neth-
odist Episcopal Church adopted "the Sunday Ser vice , an abridg-
ment of the Book of Common Prayer . 11 35 Both worship and liturgy 
are based upon the English prayer book with modifications . 
Less sta id than its Church of Engl and her i tage, the Met ho -
dist movement undoubt edly flourished because of its revival -
i s tic fl avor and method , its c~~p meetings and the itinerant 
ministry of its circuit riders . Doctrinal quarrel s h ave b e en 
not iceably absent and historica l l y the Me thodists "have never 
buil t theological fenc e s or walls to keep anyone out . 11 36 The 
M~thodist Church is one of vitality , not strict in theology , 
evangelis~ic and of a socia l passion tha t indicates action 
stemming from the heart r a ther than t he head . 37 . Fr om the be -
ginning t he Methodist empha sis ha s been one of attent i on to 
the persona l doing of the r elig ious act, to t h e method of be-
havior, to brotherhood and fr iendliness r a t her than s tr i ct 
t heologic a l inte r preta tion. The vitality of the Methodi sts , 
pioneering in a r ugged sens e , mi ght reasonably be expected to 
reflect itself in a v i talized and rugged use of lan: uage . 
34Mead , op • cit ., p . 152 . 
35Ibid,, p . 15 3 . 
36Ibid., p . 154 . 
37 Ibid ,, p . 156 . 
15 
The Baptist Church, of German orie in, was first organized 
in England in 1609. The denomination's first charnp~on in the 
Colonies was Roger Williams , a Separatist who fled official 
. 
persecution for his preaching against t h e authority of magis-
trates. He became a Baptist and established the Providence 
Church in 1639 with the Scriptures as the sole authority for 
man's f a ith' and practice . Baptists believe in the inspira-
tion and validity of the Scriptures , the Lordship of Christ, 
in a complete separation of church and state with the Chris -
tian relig ion left to the free conscienc e of everyone . "The 
Bible is the foundation of their belief; the individual con-
science, the interpreter of the Bible . 11 38 All local churche s 
are independent of the others; all members ar e also compl e tely 
independent of the others, yet bound t ogether by certain 
principles and doctrines all generally based on a concept 
of c ompetency of t he individual in matters of faith. A 
highly individualistic group, the Baptist Church has no 
c·ompelled form or doctrine . 11 ·rhe members are bound together 
by an amazingly strong ' rope of sand ' in a great · common alle-
giance to c ertain principles and doctr ines. 1139 The strongly 
independent nature of the Baptist is undoubtedly expressed in 
the lyrics of his pr eferred hymns. 
Hymn singing has traditionally been an important part of 
the Prot es tant Chris tian worsh ip service . \-/ithin the Ep i s c opal, 
381 < d 
·iea , op . cit. , p . 36 . 
39Ibid., p . 32 . 
' 
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Methodist, and Baptist services r egul ar use of hymns by the 
congregation is historica l ly established, allowi ng P.articipa-
tion by the congregation . As these three denominat.ions are 
. 
representative of very different emphases in the Protestant 
theology, their differences in hymn choices and preferences 
are i nteresting and provoc ative . The l yrics of these hymns 
are part of' the tota l literature of the various churche s . 
Their messages appeal to t he worshipers sensoriall y , verbally, 
and emot i onal ly . A linguistic anal ysis. of the l yrics of the 
most frequently sung hymns of the representative Protestant 
churches in an attempt to r elate the l yric tones of the 
selected hymns to the tone characteristic of the chosen church 
will be pursued in this study . 
Chapter 3 
A THrlEE- PART STUOY OF FIVE FRE(,~Ui!:HTLY sunG HY! INS OF 
THE PROTESTAlfr EPI0C OPAL CHUJCH : SEU30RIAL 
APPEAL , VERBAL APP.:!:AL TO 'rHE INTELLBCT , 
AS~OC IATIVE El10TIVE APPEAL 
I NTRODUCTION 
The hymns sung by the cone r·ee;ation of Christ Ep i scopa l 
Church at Dayt on, Ohio , dur i ng the 1970 c a l endar y ear were 
determi ned f rom the records in the church office. From 
thos e hymns sung four or more times during the year, five 
were chosen by random selection as representative of t he 
congregat i on and hence of the denomination . These hymns , 
all found i n t he authorized hymnal of the denonina tion were 
examined for t heir intensity of sensorial ap~eal, their ver -
ba l appeal to the i ntellect , and their associative emotive 
appeal . 
In order to objectify t he da ta relative to the i nten-
sity of sensori al appeal , the pr i ncipl es a s presented by 
Ernest l-1 . Robson i n The Orchestra of the Languarre were 
applied . By measur ing the phonemic values of the l yrics 
and referring to Robson ' s Surnmary of Phonemic Val ues 
(Fig . 1) each sound was assiened a relative striking 
power . The relative strikinc power v al ues were added to-
17 
18 
gether for the sounds in a word, or occasional l y for an elided 
word composed of two separate words normally run together in a 
given hymn, so tha t the relative striking power of each word 
is det ermined. Next, the relative mean time in seconds was 
assigned for each sound, again according to Robson's Summary. 
The relative mean t imee in seconds were also added together , 
g iving a total relative mean time in s econds for each word . 
F9r example, the word Lord wa s first divided into four sep-
arate sounds : I 1 I, I () I, I r I , I d · I. According to Robson, 
these sounds h ave a relative stri king power of 5 + 29 + 8 + 2 
or a total value of 44 . The same s ounds have a relative mean 
time in seconds of .07 + . 17 + . 07 + . 07 or a total relative 
mean time of . JS sec onds. To de termine the intensity of the 
sensorial app ea l of the word Lord , the total relative strik-
ing power of the word (!~ ) is divided by the total re l a tive 
mean time in seconds ( . 38) es t ablishing the intensity of the 
word at 115.78. The bits of sound composing the individual 
words c ontinue through time to a point of major puuctuation 
since these devices signal the end of an image . 
A complete glossary of the words i ncluded in the f if-
te en n:i'1nrls of this study is included in the Appendix to the 
Monograph. Each word is listed alphabe tic ally and s hows both 
the relative striking power and the r elative mean time in 
seconds for the word as it stands a lone . The intensi ty is 
not included for e o.ch word since _only c ompleted images were 
used for the final c alc ulations . In some instances the par-
19 
ticular pl ac ement of a word in r el a tion to preceeding or fol -
lowing sounds caused an ad j ustment in the pronunciation of 
that word so tha t in a particular image a word may h ave been 
assigned values that differ somewhat from those found in the 
gl os sary. The g l ossary serves as a c ompl ete and reasonably 
accura te reference to the v a l ues that have been plac e d on 
each 'I.lord . It will not serve a s an accurate guide for s ome-
one whose pronunciation patterns , especially of vowel sounds , 
differ s markedly from t hose of the writer ; however , the gl os-
s ary is not intended to r eflect anything other than the appl i -
.. 
c ation of Robson ' s princ i pl es to these lyrics . 
SENSORIAL APPEAL 
In order to show c learly the assignment of both the 
relative striking power values and the r e lative mean times 
in seconds , each hymn is reproduced with wide spacing to 
all01·1 for the inclusion of the figures for both val ues . 
The figure above each word is the total r elative s trikine 
power value for the s ounds of that word . The fi gure below 
each word is the tot a l relative ITTean t ime in seconds for 
t hat word . 
Episcopal ;; 2o2 - Verse 1 
41 33 35 
Prai s e my 
.45 • 34 
soul, 
23 
To 
• 29 
... 73 
27.5 
His 
. 31 
Ransomed, 
• 71 
.36 
31 
feet 
. 36 
34.5 
33 
thy 
. 29 
healed, 
. 38 
18 
the 
.1 4 
31 29 56.5 
King of 
• 28 • 25 
Heav en; 
63 
t ribute 
.59 
78 
re s tor ed , 
. 69 
38 
brine; ; 
.45 
.45 
96 
forgiven , 
• 91 
105 
Evermore 
. 87 
27.5 
His 
• 31 
63 
pr a i ses 
. 66 
30 
sing : 
. 38 
90 
All elui a ! 
. 74 
90 
Alleluia ! 
. 74 
41 
Praise 
• 45 
18 
t he 
• 14 
11 6 
everlas t ing 
1. 05 
20 
31 
King . 
. 28 
The intensities of the sensoria l appeal of the images in 
Verse One are c omputed to each point of ma j or punctuat ion. 
Line One ha s an intensity of 1 07 . 7L~ ; Line Two h as an intensity 
of 94 ,1 0 . Lines Thr ee and Four are comput ed as a sing l e image 
and has an intensity of 97 . 76 . Li ne Five i s con~uted a s three 
images. The f irst two are t he single words "Alleluia, " each 
having an int ens ity of 121. 62 ; t he l as t image is 107. 29 . 
\ 
Ep iscopal # 282 - Verse 2 
41 
Praise 
.45 
47 23 
To 
. 29 
our 
. 39 
•' 41 
Praise 
.45 
35 23 
Slow to 
• 36 • 29 
28 . 5 38 
Hirn for 
. 33 . 36 
27 . 5 56 
His grace 
33 55 
and f avor 
• 31 .58 . 31 . 63 
59 27 
fathers in 
. 70 . 24 
28 . 5 
Him 
. 33 
34 
still 
. 33 
37 
chide , 
. 36 
18 
the 
. 14 
33 
and 
• 31 
66 
distress; 
. 64 
33 
same 
.48 
31 
as 
• 31 
36 23 
swift to 
.45 . 29 
50 
ever , 
.41 
34 
bless : 
.43 
21 
90 
Alleluia ! 
• 74 
90 
Al leluia! 
.74 
99 
Glorious 
.84 
27 
in 
• 24 
27 .5 
His 
• 31 
87 
faithfulness . 
1 . 08 
The intensities of the sensorial appeal of the images 
in Verse Two are computed with Lines One and Two for the 
first imaee , totaling 95 . 79 ; Lines Three and Four are the 
next image and they compute as an intensity of 92 . L~ 1 • Line 
Five again is treated as three images . "Alleluia , " repeate<:l 
twic e for two inages , 121. 62 , and the last image of Verse 
Two is an intensity of 97 . 37. 
Episcopal # 282 - Verse 3 
94 
Fatherlike 
27 . 5 
He 
36 
tends 
33 
and 
• 31 
40 29 
spares us ; 
. 94 
35 
Well 
• 26 
47 
our 
• 39 
. 24 .45 
35 
feeble 
.48 
21 27. 5 
In His 
34.5 27 . 5 
He hand 
• 24 • 31 
65 29 
Rescues us 
• 71 • 24 
90 
Alleluia! 
. 74 
.34 . 24 
40 
from 
.45 
90 
Alleluia ! 
. 74 
.45 • 24 
41 34 
frame 
27 .5 
He knows ; 
.55 
65 
gently 
. 62 
• 24 . . 38 
38 
bears 
.43 
29 
us , 
• 24 
34 
all 
47 . 33 
our foes . 
. 24 • 39 • 51 
68 
Widely 
, 60 
32 27 . 5 54 
yet His mercy 
. 26 . 31 . 58 
22 
38 
flows . 
.50 
The intensities of the sensorial appeal of the images in 
Verse Three follow the same pattern as those in Verse One . 
Line One is an imaee with an intensity of 98. 67; Line Two is 
an image with an intens i ty of 95.43 . Lines Three and Four are 
an image of 100 . 10 intensity . Line Five h a s three images , 
Two of these are 121 . 62, while the last ima~e of the hymn is an 
intensit y of 97. 56 . Total intensity for t h i s hymn is 100 . 44. 
23 
Because of the leneth of the lines in the following hymn , 
an underhung indentation i s used to facilitate spacing for 
easier rererence and clarity . 
Episcoual !f 524 - Verse 1 
33 29 
God of 
• 36 • 24 
31 
On 
•' • 29 
38 
Crown 
.43 
56 
grace 
. 63 
33 
thy 
• 29 
36 
thine 
. 41 
33 
and 
• 31 
35 
peopl e 
• 21:3 
67 
ancient 
.57 
33 29 
God of 
• 36 • 24 
30 
pour 
• 26 
33 
thy 
. 29 
63 
Church 1 s 
.72 
70 
glory, 
. 60 
49 
power ; 
. 41 
67 
story ; 
.55 
38 
Bring 
24.5 19 ~3 
her bud to 
99 
glorious 
54 
flower , 
.58 • L~5 
45 29 
Grant us 
.50 . 24 
38 
For 
. 36 
. 24 . 26 • 29 • BL~ 
63 45 29 
wisdom, grant us 
• 50 • 24 
18 
the 
. 14 
.64 
60 29 
f a cing of 
. 72 . 24 
29 
this 
• 31 
57 
courage , 
.58 
47 
hour . 
. 39 
The intensities of sensoria l .appeal for this hymn a r e 
divided by the points of major punctua tion s0 tha t Line One 
is the first complete image with an ·intensity of 108. 33 ; Line 
Two , however , is two separate images, the first of an in·tensi ty 
of 101 . 12 and t h e second an intensity of 96. 80 . Line Three 
is c omputed at an intensity of 100. 62. 
Episcooal # 524 - Verse 2 
33 
Lo , 
• 24 
.. 
40 
From 
. 45 
18 
the 
.1 4 
33 
thy 
. 29 
18 
the 
• 1l~ 
36 
Free 
. 36 
45 29 
Grant us 
• 50 • 24 
38 
For 
. 36 
31 .5 29 57 37 29 45 
hosts of evil round us Sc orn 
. 36 • 24 .48 . 48 . 24 . 45 
43 65 27 .5 36 
Christ, assail his ways! 
. 66 . 70 • 31 . 43 
52 
fears 
. 55 
3Li. 
tha t 
. 38 
38 
l ong 
. 38 
47 42 . 5 23 
our hearts to 
.39 . 45 . 29 
31 . 5 
h ave 
. 36 
31 
faith 
. 46 
63 45 29 
31 29 
bound us 
. 53 • 24 
33 41 
and pra :'... so : 
• 31 . 45 
57 
wisdom, gr ant us courage , 
. 64 • 50 • 24 
18 59 29 
the living of 
. 14 .57 . 24 
32 
thes e 
. 38 
. 58 
33 
days . 
. 43 
25 
Eac h l ine of Verse Two is a complete image . Line One has 
an intensit y of 96 . 41; Line Two has an int ens ity of 91. 8·1; and 
Line Three ends t he v erse with t he strongest intensity of the 
t hree , 98 . 96 . 
§Piscopal ft 542 - Ver se 3 
49 33 75 78 63 
Cure thy children ' s warring madness , 
. 38 • 29 . 76 . 64 . 67 
.. 32 
Bend 
47 42 23 33 
t h y 
77 
our pride t o c ontrol ; 
. 43 . 39 . 38 . 29 . 29 . 59 
35 
Shame 
. 48 
47 70 
our wanton, 
. 39 . 62 
37 27 
Rich i n 
. 36 . 24 
31 
t hing s 
. 50 
45 29 63 
Grant us wisdom, 
.50 • 24 . 64 
35 31 29 
Le st we mi ss 
. 33 . 24 . 36 
62 68 
selfish · g ladness , 
. 67 . 74 
33 
and 
• 31 
30 27 
poor in 
. 26 . 24 
45 29 57 
35 
soul . 
. 36 
gr ant us courag e , 
. 50 . 24 . 58 
33 66 
t hy kinr.dom ' s 
• 24 • 73 
36 
goal . 
. 36 
26 
Aga in e a ch of the thre e line s is a complete i mage . Line 
One of Verse Three h a s an intensity of 108. 02. Line Two . has 
an intensity of 97 .1 0 and Line Three has an intensity of 99 . 40 . 
Episconal # 542 - Verse 4 
30 
Set 
• 31 
47 
our 
. 39 
28 
Gird 
.. - • 36 
79 
Armoured 
. 70 
31 31 
feet on 
• 29 • 55 
47 40 
our live s 
. 39 . L~8 
32 
with 
• 31 
34 
all 
. 24 
65 
lofty 
.55 
34 
tha t 
. 38 
65 
p l a c e s ; 
. 67 
57 31 28 
they may be 
. 46 • 34 • 29 
81 
Christ - like 
1. 02 
74 
grac~s 
. 84 
27 18 
In the 
35 23 
fi ght to 
30 
set 
31 
men 
36 
free . 
. 36 . 24 .1 4 . 43 . 29 • 31 . 36 
63 45 29 
Grant us wisdom, 
. 20 • 24 
34 31 
Tha t we 
• 38 • 24 
. 64 
35 
fail 
. 41 
45 29 57 
grant u s courage, 
. 50 . 24 .58 
34 34 40 
not man n or 
. 31 . 41 .• 31 
29 
thee . 
• 24 
27 
Although Verse Four hns three i mages, they do not coin-
cide with the lines as the previous vers es have . In this case, 
the firs t image is the firs t half line , and it has an intensity 
of 104 . 67 . The next imae e begins with the last h alf of Line 
One and c ontinues through a ll of Line Two . This i maee has an 
intensity of 96 . 35. The intensity of the last image rises 
again s omewhat to the l evel of 101 . 00 . The overall intensit y 
of the entire hymn i s 99 . 62 . 
The longest of the Ep i scopal Hymns to be studied is Hymn 
# 126 , "For All the Saints . " There a r e eight verses , divided 
into differing imaBe patterns . Each verse has four lines. 
In Verses One , Three , Five and Ei ght , th ere are onl y two im-
ages . In each of these cases Li ne s One , Two and Three are 
t he first irnage , while Line Four is the s econd . Verses Two , 
Four and Six are each of four image s , one f or ea?h line . 
·verse Seven d iffer s from the others in that it has five ima~e s 
in t he four lines. Line One of Verse Seven is subdivided int o 
two points of ma jor punc tuation. The first of t hese major 
phrases is an excla.>'llator y e.xpres s ion contr ibutine; to the hie;h 
level of enotive int ensi ty found within the verse and within 
t he entire hy::n . Not onl y is this the lonGest of the Epis-
c opal hymns include d in t he study , it is also the most in-
t ense of the five . It sustains t his hich dee;ree of intensity 
mor~ than any of t he others in t h is group . Another interesting 
fe e.ture is that t his hymn also has the lowest sinc l e image 
recorded for th~.s t;roup and for the studj- . 
Episc oual # 126 - Verse 1 
38 
For 
. 36 
34 
all 
. 24 
6 1 
labors 
. 72 
18 
the 
. 14 
58 
38 
s a i nts , 
. 60 
rest , 
. 38 
21'. 5 29 32 
Who thee by 
• 24 • 24 • 34 
23 
f ai t h 
.46 
53 
c onfessed, 
. 64 
33 
Thy 
. 29 
34 
no.me , 
.43 
90 
Alleluia, 
. 74 
28 53 
O J esus , 
• 1 7 • 70 
90 
Alleluia! 
• 7~. 
21 .5 
who 
• 24 
66 
before 
.65 
40 
from 
.45 
18 
the 
. 14 
2tl 
be 
104 
forever 
• 29 . 87 
51 
their 
. 36 
35 
worl d 
. 38 
37 
ble s t . 
.45 
The first image is Li nes One through Three and has an 
intensity of 95.50. The second image has an intensity of 
121. 62. 
28 
Episcopal # 1 26 - Verse 2 
27 25 
Thou wast 
• 29 • 33 
~7 
33 
And 
. 36 
44 
51 
the i r 
. 36 
39 
rock, 
• 31 
51 
their 
36 
might : 
. 36 .41 
51 
the ir 
. 36 
66 27 
Thou, 
. 29 
Lord , 
. 38 
51 
t he ir 
. 36 
Captain in 
.52 . 24 
34 
fought 
.36 
35 
fight ; 
.L~3 
27 27 18 86 
Thou , in the dar kne ss 
. 29 . 24 . 14 . 79 
31 
true 
• 26 
90 
Allelui a , 
.74 
38 
l i ght . 
. 36 
90 
Al l eluia! 
. 74 
72 
drear, 
.53 . 
29 
76 
fortress, 
. 79 
18 35 
the well 
• 1L~ • 26 
18 23 
the one 
• 14 . 26 
Ve!'se Two h a s four irriage s , on e for eac h l ine of t h e h ymn . 
The first image h as an intens ity of 108 . 96 . The second h a s 
30 
an intensity of 113 , 09 and the third i mage has an intensity 
of 11 2. 62 , The l ast line again reach e s the level of 121, 62 , 
Episcona l 7 126 - Ve!'se 3 
28 31 33 64 0 may t hy sol diers, 
• 17 , 34 
. ' 
35 
Fight 
. 43 
37 
bold, 
,43 
31 
as 
• 31 
• 29 
18 
t he 
.1 4 
30 35 
of old, 
• 29 • 31 
33 32 
And win, 
. 31 . 31 
29 
of 
.24 
32 
with 
• 31 
38 
e old. 
. 43 
. 84 
39 
saints 
. 65 
31 
them, 
. 33 
90 
Alleluia , 
90 
Alleluia ! 
. 74 . 74 
38 
f aithful, 
. 65 
21 .5 
·who 
. 24 
64 
nobly 
. . 60 
18 58 
31 
true, 
. 26 
34 
fought 
. 36 
33 
and 
. 36 
38 
the victor 's cro\m 
• 14 • 59 ,43 
Verse ·Three has two imae es . Lines One through Three , 
the f i rst image , have an intensity of 93 . 39; Line Four, the 
second image, has an intensity of 121 . 62 . 
Episcopal # 126 - Verse 4 
28 
0 
• 17 
•' 
31 
We 
. 24 
32 
Yet 
• 26 
37 
blast 
.45 
61 
fe ebly 
. 65 
34 
all 
. 24 
51 
are 
. 34 
90 
Alleluia, 
. 74 
82 89 
c onnnunion , 
. 95 
fellowship 
36 
struggl e , 
. 47 
51 
are 
. 34 
36 
t hine . 
.41 
23 27 
one in 
• 26 • 2!~ 
90 
Alleluia! 
. 74 
. 74 
57 27 
they in 
. 46 . 24 
29 
t hee , 
. 24 
61 
divine ! 
. 60 
70 
glory 
. 60 
38 
for 
. 36 
34 
all 
• 24 
37 
shine ; 
. 46 
Verse Four has four imaGes : one image for each line . 
31 
The intensit y of the first image is 102. 06 . The intensity of 
the second image is slightly higher at 102. 24. The third 
and fourth im~[es are yrogressively more int ense at 11u. 92 
and 121 . 62 , r espectively . 
EPiscopal # 126 - Verse 5 
33 
And 
. 31 
35 
lJhen 
. 38 
37 
long, 
. 36 
39 31 
Steals on 
. 52 . 29 
33 
And 
• 31 
42 .2 
hearts 
.45 
90 
Alleluia , 
. 74 
1e 
the 
. 14 
18 
the 
• 24 
45 27 
strife is 
. 55 • 26 
49 
ear 
. 34 
18 
the 
. 14 
51 40 
36 
fierce, 
.43 
64 
distant 
.59 
46 33 
are brave again and 
• 34 . 53 
90 
Alleluia ! 
.74 
. 43 • 31 
32 
18 77 
the warfare 
. 14 . 62 
73 
triumph 
. 69 
46 
strong . 
.52 
35 
song, 
.43 
Ver se Five has only two images as noted by the major 
punctuation. The first image is Line One through Line Three 
and has an intensit y of 1 03 . L~O . Line Four , the second 
image , again has an intensity of 121 . 62 . 
Episcopal # 126 - Verse 6 
18 
The 
• 1 L~ 
25 
67 
golden 
. 66 
59 
evening 
. 62 
25 23 
7L~ 
brightens 
. 79 
27 18 
in t h e 
. 24 .1 4 
59 
33 
35 
west; 
. 33 
Soon, soon to 
38 
faithful 
72 
warriors cometh 
38 
r e st ; 
. 38 . ~1 .41 . 29 . 65 
36 27 
Sweet is 
.L~3 • 26 
90 
Alleluia, 
.74 
18 
the 
• 1L~ 
39 29 
calm of 
. 38 . 24 
90 
Alleluia! 
.74 
. 69 
84 
paradise 
.• 69 
. 52 
18 
t he 
.1 4 
37 
blest. 
.45 
Verse Six has four image s , one for eac h l i ne , repeating 
the aiterna ting pattern of first two then four images . Li ne 
One has an intensity of 1 02 . 05 . Line Two has the lowe s t 
intensity of any i ma ge in the entire study , 83 .58. Line f our , 
the same refrain as t h e oth er ver s es in this hymn, has the 
same intensity a s the oth ers for this image , 121 . 6 2 . 
' 
Episcooal # 126 - Verse 7 
32 33 
But l o ! 
51 
t here 
• 31 • 24 
99 
glor i ous 
• BL~ 
. 56 
56 
dav · 
v ' 
. 46 
43 
breaks 
. 60 
28 32 
a yet 
• 17 • 26 
34 
55 
more 
. 46 
18 
The 
. 14 
39 
s aints 
. 65 
94 
triumphant 
. 90 
41 27 
rise in 
. L~3 • 24 
43 
bright 
. 48 
51 
a:rray ; 
. 36 
18 31 30 70 50 31 27 . 5 33 
The King of glory passes on his way . 
. 14 . 28 . 29 . 60 .52 . 29 • 31 . 29 
90 90 
Alleluia , Alleluia ! 
. 74 . 74 
Verse Seven has five image s because of t he special punc-
tuation given within the first line . Line One , containing 
two images , has intensities of 11 8. 18 and 11 5 . 56 . Line Two 
drops in intensity to 97 . 81. Line Three has an intensity 
of 106 . 80 ; Line Four r epeats the intensity of 121 . 62 . 
Eo isconal ~~ 126 - Verse 8 
40 
From 
.45 
26 
earth 's 
. 41 
71 
farthest 
. 69 
37 
wide 
. 36 
36 
coast , 
. 33 
29 
Through 
•' . 36 
39 30 
gat es of 
. 53 . 29 
65 34.5 
countless host , 
. 69 
58 
Singing 
.64 
90 
Al leluia, 
. 74 
23 
to 
. 29 
. 38 
56 
Father , 
. 58 
90 
Al leluia ! 
. 74 
32 
bounds , 
.58 
30 
pearl 
• 26 
33 
Son, 
. 36 
40 53 
from oc ean 's 
• L~5 . • 60 
45 27 
s treams in 
.64 . 24 
33 
and 
• 31 
60 . 5 
Holy 
.48 
18 
the 
. 14 
36 
Ghost . 
.43 
35 
The last v er se of this hymn has only two images . Line s 
One through Three are the first with an intens ity of 90. 37 
and Line Four , the r efr a in, again reaches 121 . 62 . The total 
intensity of the hymn computes as 103 . 05 . This hymn c onta ins 
the extreries of i ntensit -,,r noted in this ~ tudy and falls 
sli~htly hie;her than the median for all t he Bp iscopal hymns . 
36 
Hymn !! 532 has five v erses whic h h a v e been compute d t o 
det e r mine the intensity of sensoria l appea l of each of its 
images . The hymn has four different patterns to pres ent its 
imag es , with only Verses One and Three , each containing a 
single image , the s ame . 
Episcopal ~ 532 - Verse 1 
56 60 
Father eternal, 
•. 58 .50 
63 29 
Spirit of 
• 52 • 24 
36 33 
37 
life, 
. 41 
was made , 
. 38 . 41 
56 29 
Ruler of 
. 48 • 24 
36 
which 
.43 
18 28 
59 
creation, 
.57 
27 
moved 
. L!.8 
48 
ere 
. 29 
29 
Through 
. 36 
the thick 
71 
darkness 
68 
c ov 1 r ing 
• 14 • 31 
66 
nat i on, 
. 10 
38 23 
Light to 
• 36 • 29 
56 
aid: 
. 46 
37 
man ' s 
.55 
. 64 
72 
blindness, 
• 91 -
.59 
28 28 
0 be 
• 17 • 29 
42 
form 
.50 
61 
ev'ry 
27 
t hou 
. 29 
.43 
47 
our 
. 39 
37 
The entire f irst verse is a sing l e imag e . Its intensity 
of sens orial appeal is 101. 47 . 
Episcon al .'/: 5 32 - Verse 2 
66 
Races 
. 68 
33 
And , 
• 31 
•' 
33 
and 
• 31 
Bo 
38 
peoples , 
• L~O 
34. 
sharing not 
. 67 • 31 
52 
share ; 
. 41 
33 
33 31 
lo, we 
. 24 . 24 
47 41 
our griefs, 
. 39 . 60 
38 
stand 
;50 
31 
no 
. 24 
35 27 37 
89 
divided, 
. 79 
59 34 joy c an 
. 56 . 31 
32 41 
By wars and 
65 
tumults love is 
• 36. • 26 
moc ked , 
. 34 . 43 • 31 
84 
derided; 
. 69 
27 .5 73 
His c onquering 
. 31 • 66 
23 35 
to bear: 
. 29 . 31 
. 74 
42 31 
cross no 
• 38 • 24 
63 
king dom 
• 61 
.43 
37 
wills 
. 38 
38 
Verse Two h a s three imag es . The firs t, Li nes One and Two 
has an intensity of 106.1 8. The next image, Li n e Three , has 
an intensity of 99. 44 ; the final image, Line Four has an in-
tensity of 104. 25 . 
Episcopal if 532 - Verse 3 
73 29 40. 5 
Envious of hea r t , 
• 67 • 24 . 33 
93 
c onfounded , 
1.03 
66 32 
Nation by 
• 70 • 34 
66 
nation 
. 10 
42 33 
blind- eyed , 
. 40 • 31 
34 
still 
. 36 
34 
goes 
.51 
32 
with 
• 31 
37 
tongues 
.42 
101 
unforgiv 1n , 
1. 03 
27 37 
In wrath 
33 
and 
34 32 
fear , by 
79 
jealousies 
. 86 
81 
surrounded, 
. 89 • 24 • 36 
61 
Buil ding 
. 64 
• 31 
36 
proud 
. 38 
23 41. 5 
to heav•n: 
• 29 • 38 
• 31 • 34 
53 
t owers 
.55 
36 
which 
. 43 
35 
shall 
. 36 
34 
not 
• 31 
39 
reach 
.41 
Verse Three has only one image . The intens ity of s ensorial 
appeal is 96 . 74 . 
Episc oual # 532 - Verse 4 
37 29 69 57 
Lust of 
• 38 • 24 
possession worketh 
• 78 • 55 
27 31 
is no 
115 
desolations; 
1. 22 
35 
sons 
29 
of 
51 
There 
. 36 • 26 • 24 
62 
meekness 
. 67 
27 
in 
. 24 
18 
the 
.14 .48 . 24 
32 32 31 
Led by no 
• 26 • 34 • 24 
42 
star , 
. 38 
18 
t he 
. 14 
59 29 18 
r u l er s of the 
• 62 • 24 • 14 
39 
24 
earth; 
. 29 
69 
nat ions 
. 82 
34 
Still 
35 23 
f ail to 
38 
bring 
29 23 
u s to 
18 
the 
.1 4 
59 
bliss.ful 
. 36 . 41 . 29 
26 
birth : 
.41 
. 45 • 24 .• 29 .74 
Verse Four h as three image s . The first image , Line One , 
has an intensity of 96 . 85 ; the s ec ond i mage , Line Two , has 
an i ntensity of 104 . 11 . 'I'he third image , Lines Three and Four , 
h as an intensity of 94.47 . 
Epi scopal # 532 - Ver se 5 
30. 5 
How 
. 36 
35 
shall 
. 36 
31 35 
we love 
• 24 . 36 
29 
t hee, 
• 24 
60. 5 · 
holy 
. 48 
57 . 5 
h idden 
.57 
40 
56 
Being , 
.55 
26 31 
If' we 
35 
love 
34 
not 
18 
the 
• 14 
33 
world 
35 .5 
which 
27 
thou 
34.5 
hast 
. 24 . 24 
•' 
28 
0 
• 17 
33 
Thy 
• 29 
33 
made? 
. 41 
29 
g ive 
. 36 
30 
~·lord 
• 31 
. 36 • 31 
29 63 35 
us brother - love 
• 24 .55 . 36 
33 36 
made flesh, 
. 41 . 43 
. 38 . 43 . 29 . 38 
38 53 56 
for bet t er seeing 
• 36 . 43 .55 
33 27 28 61 35 
and i n a manger l aid : 
• 31 . 24 • 17· . 82 . 36 
Verse Five contains tuo images . Lines One and Two are 
the first imar;e and have an intensity of 101.18. Li nes Three 
and Four are the second inage . They h ave an int ens ity of 
101 . 73 . 
Hymn # 532 has a one l ine refrain : 
33 
Thy 
• 29 
63 
kin :-·don 
• 61 
33 28 L~ 
cone , 0 Lord , 
• 38 • 1 7 • 38 
33 34 28 
thy will be 
• 29 • 26 . 29 
32 
done . 
• 31 
The intensity oi'. sensorial appeal ·ror the. ref'rain is 
. . 
11_0,07, the highest intensity reacn~d in this hymn, The total 
ip.tensity _f'or Hymn# 532-is 100,59; 
. 
The last Episcopal hymn to be studied in relation to 
intensity of' sensorial appeal is if 261 , This hymn has f'our 
verses and a ref'rain, Both Verses One and Two have two images 
while Verses Three and Four have three ·images each, The re-
f'rain also has two images, 
EPiscopal # 261 - Verse 1 
28 64 34,5 33 .60 36 
0 Sion, haste, thy mission hi~h 
, 17 ,63 .30 • 29 . . 55 .4 
23 38 34 18 20 34 33 
To tell all the world that God 
.24 ,28 .24 , 14 • 28 ,38 ,36 
33 34 
That 
,38 
27.5 
he 
,24 
21 .5 
who 
• 24 
made 
,31 
34 
all 
,24 
66 
nations 
.67 
27 
is 
.26 
23 
One 
• 26 
37 
soul 
, L~8 
36 
night: 
.43 
39 
should 
,43 
53 39 27 
perish, lost in 
,43 ,43 .24 
102 
f'ulf'illing, 
.90 
27 
is. 
• 26 
34 
not 
• 31 
38 
Light; 
,36 
69-
willing 
,64 
36 29 
shades of' 
.53 . ,24 
'.!'he int_ensity of sensorial apJ?e.al -for· Lines One and 
T1-io, the first· image, is 105,33,- and that for Lines Three 
and Four, the second iinage, is c;s,37, 
.· 
Episcopal iJ 261 - Verse . 2 
77 23 
Proclaim to 
• 71 • 29 
34 
That 
,38 
33 
Tell 
• 21 
33 
And 
• 31 
33 27 
God, in 
,36 .2!~ 
35 
Love: 
.36 
30,5 27.5 
how he 
,36 .24 
59 
creation, 
.57 
32 31 
died on 
,36 ,29 
34 
above, 
,38 
61 35 34 
eviry people, tongue, 
.43 ,28 ,28 
24,5 
whom 
,38 
29 
stooped 
,45 
24 
earth 
• 29 
57 
they 
,46 
23 
to 
• 29 
3L~ 
that 
,38 
31 
live 
• 31 
32 
save 
,46 
33 
and 
• 31 
27.5 
his 
,31 
34 36 
man might 
,41 ,41 
33 66 
and nation 
• 31 • 70 
25 27 
move, is 
,41 ,26 
39 
lost 
,38 
31 
live 
.31 
... 
·. . 
43 
vers~ Two has two imag·es, · Lii:ies One and Two have an 
intensity of' .101.31f Lines Three al'.ld Four have an intensity 
of 9.1. 97. , . 
' 
Episcopal if 261 - Verse 3 
29 29 33 35 23 
thy sons to 
• 29 .48 • 29 
Give of 
.36 ,24 
99 
glorious; 
.84 
29 29 33 36 23 
Give of thy wealth to 
,36 
30 
Pour 
• 26 
. 32 
Till 
• 21 
.24 
51 
their 
.36 
27 
out 
.29 
.29 
33 
way; 
• 29 
33 
thy 
.29 
76 
victorious 
.73 
33 
God 
,36 
56 
·day, 
.L~6 
35 
shall 
.36 
,38 
37 
soul 
,48 
• 29 
38 
for 
,36 
38 
bring 
,45 
50 
bear 
18 58 
the message 
.41 .14 • 60 
39 
·speed 
.40 
31 
them 
.33 
31 
them 
.33 
27 
in 
.24 
27.5 66 
his kingdom's 
,45 .73 
31 
on 
,29 
59 joyful 
,70 
44 
.:tn Verse Three there .. are three ·irp.age~. The first, Line 
. . . 
·.One_,_ has an intensity of 99,1+5. · The second, Line Two, has an 
.. 
intens:l. ~y. of 103. 72; the· third image,. Lines Three arid Four, 
has an intensity of 101,37. 
EJ?iscopal # 261 - Verse 4 
27.5 36 46 
He comes again! 
• 31 • 50 ,43 
54 34 23 
28 64 
0 Si on, 
.• 17 • 63 
61 40,5 
48 
ere 
.29 
27 
thou 
.29 
27,5 60 
32 
meet 
.36 
28.5 
him, 
,33 
56 
Make known to 
• 36 • 29 
every heart his saving grace; 
.31 ,43 • 33 
33 
Let 
.26 
21 
none 
.26 
24,5 
whom 
,38 
27.5 
he 
.24 
40 28.5 
greet him, 
,43 • 33 
. 
29 
Through 
,36 
33 
thy 
.29 
71 
neglect, 
.5!~ 
30,5 
hath 
,36 
47 
unfit 
.50 
• 31 • 72 
73 
ransomed 
• 81 
23 
to 
.29 
28 
35 
fail 
.~.1 . 
23 
to 
.29 
see 
.29 
27.5 
his 
.31 
.56 
47 
face, 
.56 
Verse Four has three images. Line One is divided into 
two separate images, The first has an intensity of ~8.31 and 
the second, which continues through Line Two, has an intensity 
of 103,39, Lines Three and Four, the last image, have an 
45 
;intensity of··92,84. The r·efrain f()r this .hYmn has two images, 
The fir'st line· has a complete image and also .the beginning of 
the second image which cpntinue.s thr~ugh Line Two, 
Episcopal # 261 -. Refrain 
6L~ 
Publish 
.57 
38 
glad 
,43 
66 29 
Tidings of 
• 69 • 24 
66 
tidings: 
,69 
·66 JO 
Tidings of 
.69 ,29 
53 
Jesus, 
,70 
99 
Redemption, 
• 83 . 
33 
and 
• 31 
30 
peace, 
,36 
60 
release, 
,67 
The intensity of the first im~ge in the refrain is 99,41, 
The final image of the refrain has an intensity of 97.49 •. The 
·total intensity of Hymn fr 261 is 98, 97, 
. VERBAL APPEAL TO THE nrrELLECT 
The second attempt at objectification indicates a close 
·reading of the same lyrics for linguistic evidence of verbal 
appeal to the intellect. The.five major means of grammatical 
influence to cause refle·ction result from the shifting of ad-
verbs to the left, the using of certain thought-provoking 
words, the using of as,,,as,,,when and as,,,as ••• after con-
structions, the using of so,,,that, and the using of Latin 
prefixes.4° Some other structural devices,noted as linguis-
4°-Lewis \'/, 
(Morehead, Ky: 
Barnes, English 405G: Linguistics - Grammar, 
Morehead State University), pp, 97-99. 
46. 
tic means of· influenc.ing the intellect. by forcing thought are 
the use of passive and there transf9rmations and the use of 
·· verbals .as. modifiers, 
'In the five hyrans of the Episcopal Church there are many 
examples of adver.bial shift, Often the adverb is· simply moved 
to preceed the regular s-v construction as in· 111-Tidely yet His 
mercy flows, 1141 Other times the structure is more complexly 
arranged so that the adverbial shift is included within a lar-
ger different transformation such as the "by.faith" and "before 
the world 11 in the hymn "For All the Saints" where the image 
says "For all the saints, who from their labors rest, Who thee 
by +aith before the world confessed, Thy Name, 0 Jesus, be 
forever blest, 1142 In this more c·0111plicated structure, adverb-
ial phrases are shifted left of the verb, but also involved 
are who transformations and an object appearing before the 
verb, 
In the following pages, the system used to indicate an 
· adverb-to-the-left shift will be an arrow drawn to the left 
(( ) above the word or phrase that has been moved, At 
the same time note·will be taken of Latin prefixes by circling 
these prefixes, Special thought provoking words and construe-
· tions will be underlined, 
· 41Episcopal Hymnal, op, c'it,,. No, 282, v, 3, l, 5. 
42Ibid, , No, 1 26, v, 1 , 11, 1 - 3, .. 
:·. 
47.· 
Episc.opal #- 282 ·• 
Praise my soul, the King of Heaven 
~o.His feet thy tribute bring; 
Ransomed, healed, @itored, forgiven, 
·. 
Evermore His praises. sing: 
Alleluia! Alleluia! Praise the everlasting King, 
Praise Him for His grace ·and favor 
To our fathers in @ress;. 
Praise Him still· the sru~e as ever, 
Slow to chide, and swift to bless: 
Alleluia! Alleluia! .Glorious in 'His faithfulness, 
( . 48 
Fatherlike He tends.and spare~_ us; 
Well our feeble· frame He knows; 
In His hand.He genyly bears· us, 
Rescues us from all our foes, 
( ~ 
Alleluia! Alleluia! Widely yet His mercy flows, 
In Hymn# 282, "Praise Hy Soul," there is no evidence oi' 
Latin prefixes or learned cons_tructions. Thel'e is some adverb-
-ial shift to the left, especially in Verse Three where both 
single .. word and phrase modifiers have been shifted in four of 
the five lines, Verse One also has·shifted adverbs in lines 
two and four, In addition, Verse One has a subject-verb shift 
.1ntrodu.cing the idea of praise immediately as the hymn begins. 
There are seven verbals used in the three stanzas: four 
past participles and one present participle in Verse One, and 
, two infinitives in Verse Two, 
49 
Episconal !l 52.lt 
God of grace and God of-glory,. 
On thy people pour.thy power; 
Crown thine ancient church's story; 
Bring her bud to glorious flower. 
Grant us wisdom, grant us cou1•age, 
For the facine; of this _hour,. 
Lo, the hosts of evil round us 
Scorn thy Christ, assail his ways! 
From the fears that long have bound us 
Free our hearts to faith and praise: 
Grant us wisdom, grant_ us courae;e, 
For the living of these days. 
... 
' 50 
Cure .thy children's warring madness, 
. Bend our pride to thy control; 
' 
Shame ow wanton, selfish gladness, 
Rich in things and poor in soul, 
·Grant us wisdom, grant us courage, 
Lest we miss thy kingdom's goal, 
set our feet on lofty places; 
Gird our lives that they may be 
Armored with all Christ-like graces 
In the fight to set men free, 
Grant us wisdom, grant us courage, 
That we fail not man nor thee, 
.. 
51 
In Hymn·# 521~, "God of Grace '.nnd God of Glory, 11 Ver.ses 
One and Two each have an adverb-to-'th.;i-left shift. There are 
rto Latin prefixes. Each, verse ends with ·a line introduced by 
.a thought-provoking word: for, lest, or that. There are 
three -ing verbals il1; the hymn, one in each of the first· three 
verses. The last verse has a passive transformation following 
the word that so there is a long thought-provoking construe-
tion in the mid-part of the final verse, 
Episcopal #. 1 26 
~r all the saints, :£i.o. from their labors rest, 
Who thee by faith before all the world confessed, 
Thy name, 0 Jesus, be forever blest. 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
Thou wast their rock, their fortress, and their might: 
·Thou, Lord, their Captain in the well fought fight; 
Thou, in the darkness a.rear, the one true light. 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
:•. 
0 may·thy· so~diers, f~ithful, true,.and bold, 
Fight as the· saints who ~obl-y -fought of' old, 
. \"'. . And win, with them, the victor's crown of gold, 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
0 blest e.nunion, fellowship divine! 
·' <{:. bl ' 1 th ( 1 h ' he fee y s~rugg e, ey in g ory s ine;. 
Yet all are one in thee, for all are thine, 
Alleluia, Alle~uia! 
:And when the strife is fierce, the warfare long, 
Steals ~n the ear the distant triumph song, 
And hearts are brave fgain and strong, 
Alleluia, Alleluiaf 
:·. 
53 
The golden eovening brightens in the'Hest; 
(;:;: '( ' 
. 'Soon,' 1loon to_f_a_i_t_h_f_u_l_1--ia-r~r-·-i-ors cometli rest; 
Sweet is the calm of paradise the blest. 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
But lo! there breaks a yet more glorious day; 
The saints tr;iumpllai:it rise in bri?iht array; 
? ·~. :\: 
•• 
The King of glory passes.on his way, 
. ' 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
F\om eartl1 1 s wide bounds, 8om ocean's farthest coast, 
' 
'(Through gates of pearl strefu~s 'in the countless host, 
' Singing to Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
: 
54 
Hymn·# ·126' "for All the Saints' II has e.dverb-to-thEi-left 
shift in seven of.its eight verses; Verse One has four phrases 
fuoved to the left; and one single word adverb, forever, moved 
so that it appears within a passive verb construction, ·Verses 
Two and Three have a total of three more adverbs moved to the 
left, Verses Four, Five and·Six c0ntain s.even adverbs-to-the-
left, and verse Eight completes the hymn with trJree more ad-
verb-to-the-left phrases, There are several examples of the 
' thought-prov:oldng words, ~' ~' for, and when, used to intro-
duce the concepts of this hymn, There is one passive trans-
formation, Line Three of verse One, "Thy name., ,be forever 
blest, 11 Inverted word order causing a slowing down in the 
reading rate and increased time for thought is seen in Verse 
·one in the construction, 11\-lho thee,,,confessed, 11 in Verse Five, 
Line Two, "Steals ••• the distant .triumph song, 11 and again in 
Verse Six, Line Two, 11Soon,,,cometh rest, 11 A final inversion 
is in the last verse, Line Two, 11 ,,,streams in the.countless 
host, 11 
Eoiscopal # 532 
Father eternal, ruler of creation, 
·Spirit of life, which moved ere form was made, 
<rhrough the thick darkness cov 1ring ev 1ry nation, 
Light to man•s blindness, 0 be thou our aid: 
55 
Races and peoples, lo, we stand.divided, 
And, sharing.not our griefs, no joy can share; 
' 
(By. wars and tumults love is mocked, @rided; 
His conquering cross no kingdom ~~lls to bear: 
Envious of heart, blind-eyed, with t_ongues 80.unded, 
Nation ~y riation still goes <§lrorgiv 'n, 
~-----
In wrath and fear, by jealousies &ounded, 
Building proud towers which sha.11 not reach to he av 1 n: 
Lust of possession worketh@olations; 
There is no meekness in the sons of earth; 
.~ed by no star, the rulers of the nations 
Still fail to bring us to the blissful birth: 
56 
·How shall we love _th·e·e, holy hidden Bei~g, 
If-we love not the world which thou hast made?• 
O give us brother love for better seeing 
Thy word made flesh, and'ln a manger laid: 
Thy kingdom come, 0 Lord, thy will be done. 
Each verse of Hymn !f 532, "Father Eternal, Ruler of Cre-
at_ion, 11 _has an adverb-to-the:..left in each of its five verses,, 
and Verse Three has three such phrases. Verse One has two 
passive transformations and Verse Four has a there transfor-
mation. There are several, uses of verbals in the hymn. In 
four of ·the five verses -ing participles are used. Verse 
Three also-has -ed participles, Verses Two and Four contain 
ini'initives. Thought-provoking words used are how, ·still, and 
if. Several Latin prefixes are used for words in this hym..-i. 
57 
. 
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O'Si~n, haste, thy mission. high~illing, 
.· 
To tell all the world that God is Light; 
That he who made all nations is not willi!!g 
One soul should perish, lost in shades of night: 
~laim to ev'ry people, tongue, and nation 
That God, in whom they live and move, is Love: 
Tell how he stooped to save his lost creation, 
And died on earth that man might live above, 
Give of thy sons to bear the message glorious; 
Give of thy wealth to speed them on their way; 
Pour out thy soul for th~m in prayer victorious 
Till God shall bring his kingdom's joyful day. 
· . 
. He comes· again!. 0 Sion, ere thou .meet l].im, 
Let none whom he hath ransomed fail to greet him, 
Through thy neglect, unfit to see hi·s face, 
Publish glad tidings: Tidings of peace, 
Tidings of Jesus, §aemption, and €'.?Jlease, 
Hymn# 261, 11 0 Sion, Haste;" has adverb-to-the-left mod-
ifiers in the last verse, There are· two examples of a Latin 
"prefix and two of the thought-provoking words: till and that, 
There are several verbals used in this hymn. In the first 
and last verses are -ing part·iciples, and -there ar·e infinitives 
in· all the verses, The two line refrain has only two Latin 
prefixes to appeal to the intellect; however, these appear on 
the last words of the hymn, and are sung after each verse. 
' 
:·. 
·59·. 
_ASSOCIATI:VE EMOTIVE Al'PEAL 
The ~hird· attempt· at objectification is a matching of the 
various .words of the. lyrics of each hynm to the lists of words 
compiled by Samuel Reiss, According to the work done by Reiss 
;in this field,"w~rds are actually interlinked with each other 
in their sounds as well as their meanino-s n43. rJ 0 This meaning 
associated with the sounds is therefore one of emotive mean-
ing, or appeal since the reaction is to the sounds themselves 
·and not to a rational interpretation of the sounds and any 
-
message they might carry, Although relatively few words in 
the hymn can be located on.Reiss 1 s lists, several of the 
groups have more than one word from the.list. Four groups 
have as many as.four examples from the list, arid four groups 
have more than four examples from the list, 
List# 19 
List Hineteen is the "swash, i-rash, water" list, All the 
words have some emotive appeal associated with the sound or 
feel of water dashing or splashing against ·something. Similarly 
the appeal includes swaggering or swaying. "The words from this 
list are wavs, found in "God .of Grace and God of Glory," Verse 
Two, Line One; way, found in 11 0 Sion, Haste," Verse Three, Line 
Two; high and world, both found in t)J.e first verse of 11 0 Sion, 
' 
Haste," and well, found in "Praise My Soul, the King of Heaven," 
Verse Three, Line Two, World also appears in the last verse of 
i1Father Eternal, Ruler· of Creation, 11 
4.JRei"ss op ci·t p 2 , . . ' . . 
;•. 
·60· 
List # 26 
Li_st .Twen~y-six. is. the "stick:; stake, stop" list. All the 
words on this l:j.st affect the emotions in a sense of impediment, 
obstacle, stabbing or fixing in place. There are two words from 
this li_st, stand _and stil_l, in "Father Eternal, 11 Verses Two and 
Four. Still also appears in the second verse of "Praise Ny 
Soul, the King of Heaven. 11 Stooped, f01md in the second verse 
o:i' 11 0 Sion, Haste, 11 and steals, from.the fifth verse of "For 
·All the Saints 11 are examples found on this list of related 
words. 
List # 27 
List Twenty-seven is the "sting, tingle, thin..J.c, take" list. 
This is a somewhat longer list than. the others and includes not 
only the tool or instrument to cause a sting or painful prick 
but also the sensation.of the sting, either physical or mental, 
the goad, stirQulus, or ·even the point of an epigram or sarcasm, 
Words froin·this list· include day from Verse Three of "O Sion, 
Ha.ste 11 and days from the second verse of "God of Grace and God 
~
.of Glory," See and tongue, both from this list.appear in "O 
-Sion, Haste" while seeing and.tongues both appear in "Father 
Eternal," 
' 
"List ft 40 
List Forty is the ."blow,_ bloom, pillow" list. All the 
words relate to a sense of infl<tting, being showy, swollen or 
61 . 
·full.; There are several _:words from· tp_1s list in the hymns· stud-
:ied _from the ·Episcopal group. 
... -
.1\mong ·these are brave in the fifth 
verse 'of· !'For All the Saints, 11 -and. ~roud in the third verse of 
"Father Eternal, 11 This latter hymn e,lso has the word word in 
the last v.erse, . A fina·l example of the "full" association of 
ll'our other lists, Seven, Thirteen, Twenty-three, and Thirty-
eight, have more than four examples from each of them, These 
repeated uses of emotively related words re-enforce the associ-
ative emotive values of the sounds from each group, 
List ff 7 
List Seven is the "lag, last, linger" group, All the words 
seem to be associated with a slow, sluggish or tardy movement. 
There is some notion of continuing in time or enduring after all 
·else is done, Long is found in "God of Grace" and let is found 
in Verse Four of 11 0 Sion, Haste," Light is found in three of 
the Episcopal hymns: 11 0 Sion, Haste," "For All the Saints," and 
"Father Eternal," 
List# 13 
List Thirteen is the "gleam, glory, glirmner, flame" list. 
There are several exruuples from this list, Notably, the words 
. glory !J.nd glorious appear in sever.al places. Glory appears in 
the opening line of "God.of Glory." Glorious also is found in 
this hymn as well as in "Praise Hy Soul, the King of Heaven" 
:· . 
. 62. 
and 11·0 ·sion, ·Haste. 11 Both blindness and blind-eyed appear in 
;'Father Eternal. 11 Blind is includ~d in the "gleam, glimmer" 
... associative .group. Brightens and. bright b~th appear in "For 
All the Saints, 11 Light, a word wh:i.ch appears in list seven, 
. 
·reappears here. The;refore, the word calls to mind associations 
o:f the "gleam, glimmer" type as well as the 11:).inger, last" 
associations of the previous group. 
List # 23 
List Twenty-three is one of revolution, hurry, and com-
motion. It is the "whirr, hurry, worry, turn" group. Associ-
.. ated with this groµp are.movements, especially circular in na-
ture. Ther·e are several examples of this notion in the hymns 
studied. Wars, found in Verse Two of "Father Eternal" and 
·warring, found in "God of Grace 11 ,both reflect turmoil and un-
rest, · Fear,. found in "Father Eternal·" and fears found in "God 
of Grace 11 r~-en:force th.is notion in both these hymns. Hour, 
another word associa.ted with turning and revolution, is also 
found in 11 God of Grace, 11 .Finally, strugr;le is also found on 
List Twenty-three. This word appears in the. hymn, "For All the 
Saints," 
List. Thirty-eight is the "bulge, big,'hill, swell" list 
with an associative appeal related to mass, bulk, rounded shape, 
especially like that rc:iundness of the hmnan body, All is used 
_:i.n three, of the h~s:. "Praise Hy Sou1 11 .wb'.ere it is used twice; 
"For All ·the.Saints" where ·it is l~sed three. times; and 11 0 Sion, 
Haste" where it is a:gain used twice-, Fulfilling also appears 
:~n· "God of Grace'.' and "Father Eternal" rE)spect'ively, 
' Although many of the words used in the several hymns can 
be found on one of' the lists compiled by Reiss, no attempt to 
catalog all of them has been made, Note has been made of those 
examples where four or more words from a single list have been 
used since the cumulative ef:f'ect of such usage can reasonably 
be exp~cted to _be sensed by the singers while ~solated or in-
I'requently represented emotive words may or may not have been 
sensed, 
... 
Chapter 4 
A THREE-PART STUDY OF FIVE FREQUENTLY smm HYMNS OF 
THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH: . SENSORIAL 
APPEAL, VERBAL APl'EAL TO THE INTELLECT, 
ASSOCIA'i'IVE EHOTIVE APPEAL 
INTRODUCTION 
The hymns sung by the congregation of Belmont United 
Methodist Church at Dayton, Ohio, during·the 1970 calendar 
year were determined from the records in the church office, 
From those hymns sung i'our or more times during the year, 
five 1vere chosen by random selection as representative of 
the congregation and hence of the· denomination, These 
hymns, all found in the authorized hymnal of the denom-
ination were examined for their intensity of sensorial 
appeal, their verbal appeal to the intellect, and their 
associative emotive appeal, 
The procedure fo11 each of the three parts of the study 
will be the same as for the study made in Chapter 3. The 
first part, relative to the intensity of sensorial appeal, 
will.be objectified by the application of the principles 
presented by Ernest M, Robson in The Orchestra of the Lan-
guage, The second attempt at objectification will again be 
64. 
. . 
65. 
made througq'close r~ading· for linguistic evidence of verba1 
appeal to the· intellect, The third part of this chapter will 
. . 
be the·application of the word ;Lists.compiled by Samuel Reiss 
. to the lyrics of the hymns studied~ 
SENSORIAL APPEAL 
The relative striking power· values. are found above the 
words of each hymn selected for this study, The total rela-
tive mean time in seconds for .each word appears below the 
word, In order that the figures be clear, the lines are 
widely spaced, When necessary, the words are· reproduced with 
an underhung indentation to allow ~or long lines to be spaced 
without crowding •. 
Methodist # 41+3 - Verse 1 
51 30 35 29 18 59 
"Are ye able," said the Master, 
,34 ,24 .l~ 1 .31 .14 .60 
23 28 90 32 29 
"To be crucified with. me ? 11 
• 29 • 29 .86 ,31 .29 
32 18 56 64 58 
11Yea, 11 the sturdy dreamers answered, 
,29 , 14 • 61 ,74 ,60 
23 18 28 31 67 29 
"To the death we follow Thee, 11 
,29 .14 .31 .24 .55· .24 
66 
Hethodist Hymn 11 4h3, "Are Ye Able ? " h o.s four v erses and 
a refrain . Verse One ha s two i ma8es , Verses Two, 'l'hree , and 
Four each h ave one image and the Refrain has three images . 
The intensities of t he sensoria l appeal of the image s in 
Verse One are corr.puted t o each point of major punctua tion . 
Line One h a s an intensity of 103 . 92 ; Li ne Two h a s an inten-
sity of 102 . 17 . 
Methodist If L143 - Ve r se 2 
51 30 
"Are ye 
35 
able 
23 
to 
. 29 
90 
remembe r 
• 34 • 24 . 41 . 89 
34 
Tha t 
. 38 
36 29 
l ifts up 
• 50 • 19 
27 .5 32 
his eyes , 
. 31 . 34 
27 .5 
his 
87 
par doned 
37 
s oul 
• 31 
35 27 
pl ace in 
.41 . 24 
. 74 .48 
86 
Paradise? " 
. 72 
27 
is 
. 26 
34.5 28 33 
when a t h ief 
.48 • 17 • 36 
40 
worthy 
. 43 
29 
of 
• 24 
28 
a 
• 17 
Ver se Two h a s only one Dnage which h as an intens ity of 
101 . 85 . 
' 
. -. 
Methodist ff 443 - Verse 3 
51 30 35 34.5 18 75 
"Are ye able, when the shadows 
.34- • 24 .41 .48 .14 .65 
65 
around 
.65 
24 32 
you with 
• 24 • 31 
18 
the 
,·14 
32 
sod, 
.36 
39 
Close 
.40 
23 61 34 
that 
62 
spirit 
.52 
75 . 23 
To believe 
.• 29 • 65 
63 
commend 
.57 
.38 
31 35 23 
your soul to 
• 26 .• 36 • 29 
triu.'11phs, To 
• 81 • 29 
33 
God?" 
.36 
Methodist# 443 - Verse·4 
51 . 30 
"Are ye 
,34 .·24 
59.5 
35 
able?" 
.41. . 
29 
34 
still 
.33 
108 
· 18 59 
the . Master 
.14 • 60 
Whispe1°s down eternity, 
.69 .41 .. 74 
33 79,5 65 56 27 
And heroic spirits answer:. Now, 
,31 ,60 ,64 .53 • 29 
31 27 87. 
then, in Galilee, 
• 31 ,24 ,67 
~1 
as 
• 31 
:·. 
·67: 
:·. 
68 
Verses. Three and Four each have a si.ngle image. The in-
tensity of Verse Three is 100.27;. t.he intensity of Verse. Four 
. . 
.. is 110, 26, · 
·Methodist# 443 -·Refrain 
44 31 51 
Lord, . we are 
• 38 • 24 ,34 
72 
Remold 
,67 
31 
them, 
,33 
35 
able: 
.L~ 1 
34 29 
make us, 
• 31. ·• 24 
95 33 
Thy 
.29 
65. 
guid:i,.ng 
•72 
radiance 
. 28 6.1. 
A beacon 
.17 .55 
23 
to 
• 29 
,84 
33 
God 
;36 
23 
To 
• 29 
47 
Our 
.39 
40 
spirits 
.35 
51 
are 
·.34 
36 
thine, 
.41 
38 
Like 
.36 
29 
Thee 
.24 
63 
divine, 
.65 
31 29 
Above us 
,38 .2!~ 
35 . 
love 
,36 
33 
and 
,31 
35 28 
shall. be 
,36 .29 
98 
loyalty, 
.77 
Hymn # 4L~3 has this refr.ain following each verse. There· 
are three images in the refrain, The firstjLine One, has the 
highest intensity of any image in this hymn, 117,13, The 
·'second image, Line Two, has .an intensity of 105, 71; the third 
·image, Lines Three and Fou~, has an intensity of 104.98. Total 
intensity for Hymn# 443 is 104,79, 
69 .. 
Nethodist·Hymn #. 56, "I Singth 1Almighty·Power of God," 
·has fol?-I' verses, Verse One has only one image, Verse Two . 
has_ two' images, Verses Three and Four repeat the same pat-
tern with first one image and then two images. 
Methodist # 56 - Verse 1 
30 30 
I sing 
, 22 .L~O 
3L~ 
That 
,38 
99 
th'almighty 
,84 
33 
made 
.41 
18 
the 
, 14 
49 29 
power of 
.41 ,24 
61+ 
mountains 
,86 
31 
33· 
God, 
,36 
41 
rise, 
,33 
56 
' . 
34 
That 
,38 
39 
spread 
,40 
18 
the 
.14 
63 
flowing 
,62 
seas abroad, 
33 
And 
.31 
34 
built 
,33 
18 
the 
.14 
65 
lofty 
.55 
,43 
.38 
skies. 
,48 
,50 
Verse One has a single image with an intensity of 100,23, 
.. 
Methodist· !I 56 Verse 2 
··-· 
30 30 18 52 34 72 18 
I sing the wisdom that ordained The 
• 22 
. 18 
The 
.14 
.40 
32 
sun 
.36 
26 
moon 
.41 
.1L1- • 61 
23 
to 
• 29 
33 
rule 
0 31 
11-0 
shines· 
.58 
33 . 34 18 
And all the 
.31 ,24 .14 
Methodist # 56 - 'lerse 3 
30 30 18 54 
.38 .72 
18 
the 
.14 
26 
full 
• 31 
44 
stars 
• 50 
30 
day; 
.29 
31 
at 
.24 
58 
27.5 
His 
• 31 
obey • 
. 51 
29 18 
I sing the goodness of the 
,22 .40 .14 ,62 • 24 .14 
34 33 18 21+ 32 
.14 
' 54 
command, 
.57 
44 
Lord, 
,38 
24 
That filled the ·;earth .with food, 
,38 .55 .14 .29 • 31 ,36 
33 11-4 18 60 32 27.5 30 
Jl..nd formed the creatures with His word, 
• 31 .55 .14 .72 • 31 • 31 • 31 
. 33' 31 73 31 25 
And then pronounced them good. 
• 31 • 31 0 81 .33 ,36 
-
71 
Verse Two. has two images •. '.I'h.e first; Line One, has an 
. intens:i,ty of 97 .50 and the. second, .Line Two, has an intensity 
of 96.1J·. Verse Three has a single image with an intensity 
of 96, 14, 
Methodist fJ 56 - Verse 1k 
41~ 
Lord, 
.J8 
JJ 
how 
• 29 
77.5 
Where 1er 
,60 
JJ 
Thy 
.29 
. 51 
wonders 
,64 
JO 29 
I tur.n 
• 22 • J1 
54 J4 15 J7 
There• s 
,48 
J2 
But 
.J1 
not a place 
,J1 ,07 .4J_ 
27 
Thou, 
• 29 
28 JJ 
0 God, 
• 17 • J6 
51 
are 
.J4 
J6 
mine 
.!+6 
65 
displayed 
.69 
JO 
eye; 
• 22 
29.5 J1 . J4 . JJ 
where we 
• J1 • 24 
54 
art 
,J6 
3J 
nigh, 
.29 
can flee, 
• J1 • 36 
Verse Four has tw·o images, The first, Line One, .has an 
intensity of 108,00, The second image of Verse Four, and the 
last of the hymn, has the highest intensity_ of any image in 
·the hymn, 110,61, The total· intensity for-the entire hymn 
is 100,70, 
:·. 
72 .. 
Hymn# Ji4~ "The Churcl:J.•s One F'otmdation, 1'. has four verses, 
Verse ·One has four images and Verses Two, Three and Four each 
· have two· iniages, -
Methe5dist· # 3111- Verse 1 
18 63 23 94 27 53 
The Church 1s one Foundation Is Jesus 
' 
, 14 .72 ,26 • 91. .26 ,70 
~3 24,5 44 
Christ her Lord; 
,66 ,24 ,38 
30 27 27,5 23 100 32 59 
She is His new creation By water 
• 29 ,26 ,31 • 2L~ ,89 ,34 ,43 
33 18 30. 
and the word; 
• 31 .14 • 31 
40 56.5 22,5 24 33 34 24,5 
·From Heaven He crone and sought ·her 
,45 . ,45 • 24 .~.8 .• 31 . • 36 Af' ,24 
23 28 27.5 60,5 42 
To be His holy Bride; 
.29 • 29 • 31 ,48 . ,48 
32 
With. 
,31 
27.5 
His 
,31 
33 
And 
• 31 
31 
own 
,29 
38 
for 
,36 
37 . 27 .5 
blood He 
,43 
24,5 
her 
,24 
• 2L~ 
37 
life 
,41 
3L~ 
bought 
,36 
34 
died, 
,36 
24,5 
her, 
,24 
Verse One has four iinag.es, one for each line·of the hymn. 
The· first line has the lowest intensity of all the· images in 
.. -.this hymTI.,. · 91. 2_2,. The 'second ~ine ·has an image of 107. 81. 
' 
Lines Three and Four have somewhat lower intensities of sen-
·sori-al appeal with 96.oo and 99.39, r.espectively. 
Methodist Jf ,, 314 Verse 2 
62 . 40 61 66 32 32 Elect from every na'Gion, Yet one ·~-5 .45 .45 .70 • 26 .26 
34 29 2L~ 
all the earth, 
.24 .24 • 29 
24.5 39 29 99 23 44 Her charter ··Of salvation One Lord, 
.24 .33 . 2~- 1 • 01 • 26 ,36 . 
23 . 23 26 
faith, . one birth; 
.46 .26 ,41 
23 60,5 34 30 62 .61 One holy name .she blesses, Partakes 
,26 
.• L~B ,43 
33 
'And 
• 31 
60,5 
holy 
.L~B 
23 
to 
.29 
76 
every 
.58 
.29 
24 
foo'd, 
,36 
23 31 .5 
one hope 
.26 ,37 
56 
grace 
• 63 
30 
she 
• 29 
52 
endue·d, 
,55 
.69 ,62 
65 32 
presses, With 
.• 59 • .31 
51 
o 1 er 
.34 
23 
one 
.26 
23 
one 
,26 
Verse Two has two iniage·s. "The firs·t is - Lines One and Two · 
and has an intensity'of-103,26, Th.e second image is Lines 
Three and Four and has an intensity of 99,94, -
\, 
Methodist # 31 /L - Verse 3 
'29 38 33 143 33 68 
1Mid toil and tribulation, and ·tumult 
• 31 .31 ,31 1. 32 • 31 .52 
29 - 24,5 38 
Of her war, 
.24 ,24 .31 
30 39 18 121 29 30 38 
She waits. the consummation Of peace for-
• 29 ,43 .14 1 ,30 • 24 • 31 ,36 
105 
evermore; 
.87 
32 32 18 60 ·99 24.5 66 
Till with the vision glorious, - Her lon~ing 
.21 • 31 .• 1 L~ .35 ,84 ,24 .4 
33 51 37 
eyes are bleat, 
,36 • 34. ,45 
33 1l:l 42 33 123 35 28 
And the great Church victorious Shall be 
-• 31 • 14 ,48 .41 ,98 ,36 • 29 
18 33 31 38 
the Church at rest. 
, 14 • L~ 1 • 2L~ - .38 
·.· 
·-
Verse Three.has two images.· Lines One anP, Two are· the 
first· at a~ in~ensity_of 107,98. ·Lines Three and Four are 
···the second· image at an intensity of 107. 60 •. 
Hethbdist # 314 - Verse 4 
32 30 31 24 30,5 54 32 33 
Yet she on earth hath union With God 
.26 • 29 ,29 .29 • 36· .48 • 31 ,36 
18 32 27 23 
the Three in One, 
.14 ~36 ,24 .26 
33 59 36 82 32 34 
And mystic sweet communion \,Ti th those 
.31 .• 57 ,43 • 95 • 31 ,38 
24,5 38 27 23 
whose rest is won; 
,38 .38 • 26 • 26 
28 57.5 26 33 60.5. 44 29 29 0 happy ones and holy, Lord, give us 
• 17 .33 .40 .• 31 .48 ,38 ,36 ,24 
56 34: 31 
grace that we, 
,63 • 31 • 21.j. 
38 31 18 32 33 64 31 31.5 
' Like them, the meek and lowly, On high 
• 36 .33 , 14 .36 • 31 . .4~ :29 • 29 
31 37 32 29 
may dwell with .Thee. 
.34 .33 .31 ,24 
75 .. ·. 
. . 76 . 
V:erse ·Faur of .Hymn If .314 has two i.mages~ 
. ha_"s an int~ns:\.ty of- s·enso;lal appe_al ;f 92,41; 
The first· im?-ge 
The second 
. image has ari intensity of 1 06. 70, .The total intensity for 
"this hymn is 101,64, 
Methodist # 10 - Verse 1 
40 40 31 66 29 33 29 
Joyful, joyful, we adore Thee, God of 
.58 .58 • 24 ,48 ,24 ,36 .24 
70 44 29 35 
glory, Lord of love; 
,60 ,38 ,24 • 3_6 
L~2.5 65 38 . 57 66 29 
Hearts unfold like flowers before Thee; 
,45 .55 ,36 ,72 .65 ,24 
43 23 ·18 32 60 
Opening to the sun above, 
,57 ,29 .14 ,36 .58 
11 18 37 29 29 33 62 
Melt the clouds of sin and sadness; 
• 26 .14 .52 ,24 ,36 ,31 ,67 
42 18 41 29 29 61 
Drive the dark of d"oubt away; 
,48 ,24· .59 • 21.t ,36 . L~6 
52 29 71 43 31 
Giver of immortal gladness, Fill 
,48 ,24 .59 .62 • 31 
29 32 18 38 29 30 
us with the light of "day! 
,24 • 31. , 14 ,-36 • 24 . • 29 
.... 
77, 
Verse One has four images, eai;ih corre'sponding with one· 
li'ne of"the.verse, The first image has an in.tensity of 103,72; 
and the second image falls to a.low ~ntensity of 94,44, Line 
Three has an intensity of 96.27, and the last image, Line Four 
has the highest intensity of all.in this hymn, 105,24, 
Hethodist # 10 - Verse 2 
34 
All 
• 21~ 
44 
Stars 
.50 
35 
33 33 32 
with 
• 31 
thy works 
,29 ,38 
24 
Earth 
,29 
33 
and 
• 31 
31 
center 
,38 
33 
33 56.5 
and heaven 
,31 ,45 
42 
angels 
.62 
29 
30 
sing 
,38 
79 
of unbroken 
. 24 .64 
43 • 35 
33 joy 
.39 
54 
surround 
.65 . 
72 33 
reflect· Thy 
.. 64 • 29 
65 
around 
.58 
41 
praise; 
.~.5 
. 33 
29 
Thee, 
.24 
60 
29 
Thee, 
.24 
Field and forest, vale and mountain, 
,43 • 31 
70 
Blossoming 
.86 
,55 .36 
58 
meadow, 
,48 . 
• 31 
67 
flashing 
,74 
.55 
28 
sea, 
.29 
.. 
. '• 
· . 
69 27 .33 '63: . 59 
Chanting· bird and flowing fountain 
,64 ,36 • 31 ,62 .55 . 
' 
37 29 33 69 27 29 
Call us to rejoice in .Thee. 
.26 .24 .29 • 75 • 2l~ ~24 
Verse Two has two images. The first image, Lines One 
and Two, has an intensity to ·sensorial appeal ~f 100,92. 
The second image, Lines Three and Four, has an intensity of 
98.51. 
Methodist .ff 10 - Verse 3 
28 
Thou 
.29 
11 57 
art giving 
• 14 ,57 
62 50 
blessing, ever 
,69 ,36 
50 29 18 
33 
and 
.31 
37 
95 
forgiving, 
• 93 
blest, 
,45 
33 29 59 
50 
Ever· 
,36 
'Wellspring of the joy ·or living, 
.52 • 61 
63 
Ocean 
.• 60 
• 24 , 14 
30 29 
depth of. 
• 33 • 24 
.39 .24 
57.5 
happy 
.48 
13 
rest! 
,26 
78. 
: 28· 
Thou 
.29 
··1 s 
. the 
, 14 
34 
All 
.24 
34 29 
Teach us 
,36 .24 
38 
Lift 
,38 
·39 
Father, 
,48 
21 .5 
who 
.24 
31 
live 
• 31 
25.5 23 
how to 
,29 • 29 
29 23 
us to 
. 24 . 29 
1~3 
Christ 
.66 
27 
in 
.24 
. 47 
our 
.39 
35 
love 
,36 
35 31 
love each 
.36 . ,34 
64 
Brother, 
51 
are 
,34 
,55· 
54 
36 
thine; 
,41 
other, 
,41 
18 
the 
, 14 
33 joy 
,39 
37 
divine, 
,48 
:·. 
There are three images in the third. verse, The first 
image is Lines One and Two and has an intensity of 102,27. 
The second image, Line Three, has an intensity of 102.55; 
the third image, Line Four, has an intensity to sensorial 
appeal of 97.27. 
Nethodist # 10 - Verse 4 
50 
. Mortals 
.59 
36 ' 18 
join the 
,46 .11~ 
67 
morning 
,69 
57.5 68 
happy · chorus, 
42 
star 
~38 
• 53 . 50 
36 
began; 
,48 
35,5 
Whicl;l 
,43 
18 
the 
, 14 
79. -
the 
.. 
- ;,. 
-
. 
.. 39 
.35 27 ·- 67 . 51 29 64 
Father· lOVE! ·is r.eigning o 1 er· us, Brother 
,48 
50 
Ever 
.36 
35 
love 
.36 
,36 .26 
38 
binds 
.56 
,62 
34 23 
man to 
,41 • 29 
.24 
34 
man, 
,41 
58 44 31 61 
singing, 
,64 
march we onward, 
,48 .24· .55 
27 18 34 29 
in the midst of 
• 24 • 14 • 50 • 29 
45 
strife; 
.55 
,24 . • 55 
71 
Victors 
• 6.1 
L~O 
Joyful. 
.58 
60 . 33 29 62 27 18 
the 
.14 
Verse 
hymn. 
music · lifts 
• 60 • 38 
.73 35. 29 
triumph song of 
,67 ,43 .29 
us 
.29 
sunward In 
,62 .29 
37 
life, 
,41 
Four again has four images, one in each line 
The first image has an intensity of 99.88, 
of 
The 
second image has an intensity· of 99.58, and Line Three, the 
third image has a stronger intensity of 101,73. ·The last 
image, Line Four, has an intensity of 94,25, The .total in-
. -tensity for the entire hymn .is 99, 90, 
Bo. -
The last hymn to be considered in the-study of frequently 
sung Methodist hymns has already, in part at least, appeared 
:·. 
in detail a.s ·part of the. ·sttid.y of frequently sung 'Episcopal 
hyrrins.. "God of Grace and God of .Glory" .has some vari.ations 
." ... as. sung .. by. the two ·groU:ps;_ however; Verses One, Three, and 
Four are essentially the same for both groups. In Verse 
- . 
81 .. 
·Two, Line T1-1·0 is different in the two versions ·of this hymn. 
- Other differences.to be noted are an added verse not found 
in the Episcopal hymn· and a repetition of the last line of 
each verse in the Hethodist hymn.· 
Methodist # 246 - Verse 1 
33 29 56 33 33 29 70 
God of grace and God of glory, 
.36 . 24 ,63 • 31 .36 .24 .60 
31 33 35 30 33 49 
On Thy people pour Thy power; 
.29 .29 • 28 • 26 .29 .41 
38 36 67 63 67 
Crown Thine ancient church's story; 
.43 .41 .57 ,72 .55 
38 24,5 19 23 99 54 
Bring her bud to glorious flower. 
,45 • 2lr • 26 • 29 .84 .58 
45 29 63 45 29 57 
Grant us wisdom, grant us courage, 
.5o . 24 .64 .50 .24 .58 
' 
., 
38 18 60 29 29 
-
47 
For the facing of this hour, 
.36 • 14 .72 .24 . 31 .39 
38 18 60 29. 29 . 47 
For the facing of this hour, 
,36 .14 .12 .24 ~ 31 .39 
:·. 
82, . 
. 
JJine One· is the .first .comple_te image.·with an intensity 
of 108,33; Line Two is divided into. two separate images with 
. . . . 
· ·intensities pf 101, 12 followed ·by. 96 .. 80, 'Lines -Three and 
Four have an intensity of 101.14, 
·Methodist# 246 -·Verse 2 
' 
33 
Lo, 
.24 
52 
Fears 
.53 
18 
the 
, 14 
33 
Thy 
.29 
33 
and 
• 31 
31.5 
hosts 
,36 
29 
of 
,24 
·65 
57 
evil 
.48 
37 
round 
,48 
29 45 
us Scorn 
• 24 . ,45 
43 
Christ, 
• 66 
assail 
.70 
27.5 
His 
• 31 
36 
ways! 
. ,43 . 
. 29 
doubts 
• 36 · . 
23 38 
too long 
;29 .• 38 
31 .5 
have 
.36 
31 29 
bound us, 
.53 • 24 
~6 .. 47 !~2.5 
hearts 
.23. 
to 
.29 
J1 
work 
,31 
33 
and 
. • 31 
i~ 1 
praise, Free our 
.36 .39. ,45 
45 29 63 45 29 
Grant us wisdom, grant us 
.50 ,24 
38 
FoI' 
• 36 
18 
the 
• H~ 
18 
the 
.14 
,64 
59 
livi:ng 
.57 
59 
living 
,57 
29. 
.of 
• 2!~ 
29 
of 
• 24 . 
•. 50 • 24 
32 
these 
.38 
32 
these 
,38 
57 
courage_ 
.58 
33 
days, 
,43 
33 
days. 
,43 
,45 
38 
For 
.36 
... 
: 
·. ·. 
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Verse Two has three images, :Line One has an inten~i ty 
of 96,41; Line Two has an intensity of ·93,53;· Lines Three 
and Four have an·intensi~y of 99,13, 
Methodist .# 246 - Verse 3 
49 
Cure 
,38 
33 . 75 
Thy children's 
• 29 • 76 
78 63 
warring madness, 
,64 ,67 
32 
Bend 
47 42 23 33 77 
control; 
,43 
35 47 
Shame our 
,48 .39 
37 
Rich 
.36 
45 29 
Grant us 
,50 .24 
35 
Lest 
.33 
35 31 
Lest we 
. 33 .• 24 
our pride to Thy 
.32 ,38 .29 ,29 .59 . 
70 
wanton, 
,62 
27 31 
in things 
.24 ,50 
63 
wisdom, 
.64 
31 29 
we miss 
,24 
29 
miss 
,36 
,36 
33 
Thy· 
,24 
62 68 
selfish gladness, 
,67 .• 74 
33 .30 27 35 
and ·poor in soul. 
• 31 . 26 .24 ,36 
45 29 57 
grant us courage, 
• .so . 24 .58 
33 66 
Thy kingdom's 
• 24 ,73 
66 
kingdom's 
,73 
36 
goal, 
.36 
36 
goal, 
.36 
' 
.)f~ 
... 
·. ~ 
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Again there.are three images :in the verse, The f'i~st 
. . 
. image, Line One, has an intensity of' 108,02; the second, 
Line Two, has an. intensity o.f 97, 10,, The third image, .Lines 
Three and Four, has an intensity of 99,45, 
Methodist II 246 - Verse 4 
30 
Set 
. ;31 
47 
our 
.39 
28 
Gird 
,36 
79 
Armoured 
,70 
27 
In 
,24 
45 29 
Grant us 
31 31 
feet on 
.36 ,29 
47 40 
our lives 
.39 ,48 
32 34 
with all 
• 31 .24 
18 35 
the fight 
, 14 ,43 
63 
wisdom., 
,50 .24 • 6L~ 
31 
we 
,24 
31 
we 
.24 
35 
fail 
,41 
35 fail 
.L~ 1 
Ju 
not 
• 31 
65 
.lofty 
.55 
3!~ 
that 
,38 
81 
65 
places; 
,67 
57 
they 
,46 
31 
may 
,.34 
74 
Christlike graces 
1,02 .84 
23 30 31 36 
28 
be 
.29 
to set men free, 
,29 • 31 
45 29 
grant us 
.50 .24 
34 40 
man nor 
,41 .31 
3L~ 40 
man nor 
.L~1 • 31 
.36 .36 
-57 
courage, 
.58 
29 
Theel 
,24 
29 
Thee, 
.24 
34 
That 
.38 
'' 
, 
·. ' 
Verse. Four has i'our ·images; .The first. half' line is the 
first image and has an intensity. of 104·. 67. The second image 
spans the balance oi' Line One and Line 'l'wo. It has an inten-
' 
sity of 96.35. The third line has an intensity of 101,00; 
the fourth line an intensity of 103.04. 
Methodist i/ 246 Verse 5 
. 32 29 40 34 127 23 29 
Save us from weak resignation To the 
.46 ,24 ,45 ,31 1,22 ,29 .24 
60 31 72 
evils· we deplore; 
,60 ,24 .57 
33 18 30 38 33 99 
Let the search for Thy salvation 
•. 26 .14 ,46 .36 .29 1 • 01 
28 47 70 50 . 55 
Be our glory ever· more, 
.29 .39 ' ,60 .41 ,46 
45 29 63 45 29 57 
Grant us wisdom, gr an~ us courage, 
,50 ,24 .64 ,50 ,24 .58 
55 29 24,5 31 54 . 
!=Jerving Thee whom we adore, 
.67 .24 ,38 • 21~ ,38 
55 29 24.5 31 54 
Serving Thee whom we adore, 
.67 .24 ,38 .• 21.1, ,38 
:•. 
86 
Verse Five has three sep.arate images, The i'irst and 
-second iina_ges are each ·one line of -the hymn, The.intensity 
to sensorial appeal of' the i'irst image is 103,70, and tha;l:; 
oi' the second is 107,28, The third image is Lines Three 
and Four with an intensity of' 100,L~6. The total intensity 
i'or this hymn is 102,6~. 
VERBAL APPEAL TO THE INTELLECT 
The second attempt at objectii'ication will -be the appli-
cation of a close reading of the lyrics for linguistic evi-
dence of verbal appeal to the intellect, The i'i~e major means 
of grammatical influence-to cause reflection, shii'ting the 
_adverb to the left, using certain thought-provoking words, 
using as,,,as,,,when and as,,,as,,,after constructions, using 
so,,,that, arid using Latin prei'ix:es, will be noted in this chap-
ter as it was in Chapter 3, Note will also be taken in this 
chapter of' the use of' there and·passive transformations and 
the use of verbals as modii'iers, The system of' notation used 
to. indicate these lin_guistic conttructions when they are iden-
tified will be the same as that used in Chapter 3. An arrow 
above the shii'ted adverbs will indicate that adverbs have been 
shifted to the left; Latin prei'ixes will be circled; thought-
' provoking words and constructions wi],l be underlined, 
... 
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Methodist ff l.1li.3 
' 
11 Are ·ye able, 11 said the Master, 11 To be crucified 
with me?" 
• 
11)'."ea, 11 the sturdy dreamer answered, ~o the death 
we follow Thee, 11 
11 Are ye able to remember When a thief lifts up 
his eyes, 
That his pardoned soul is worthy Of a place in 
Paradise?" 
88 
•
11 Are ye able, when the shadows Close. around you with 
·the sod, 
To believe that spirit triumphs, To ~end your soul 
to God?" 
"Are ye.able?" Still the Master Whispers down 
eternity, 
And heroic spirits answer, Now, as then, in Galilee. 
Lord, we are able: Our spirits are· Thine, 
<.---@nold them, make us, Like Thee divine, 
Thy guidine, radiance Above us shall' be 
A beacon to God To love and loyalty, 
In Hymn .ff 411.3, ~'Are Ye. Able,n- there is little evidence 
·of .linguist;ic influence on·the inteliect. There are only two 
.. Latin prefixes: com- is· found "in Ve1•se Three,. and. re- is 
found in the Refr:ain. 'Ehere is .one .thought-provoking word in 
t.his hymn: still in Verse Two. There is a modest amount of 
adverb-to-the-left shift with a phrase shifted left in Verses 
One and Four, and a single word shifted to the left in the Re-
frain. There is a single -ing and -ed verbal each, The most 
.frequent linguistic device used that will cause reflection is 
the use of the infinitive. There ar.e five infinitives used in 
this hymn, one each in Verses One, Two and the Refrain and two 
in Verse Three. 
Methodist if 56 
I sing th'Almighty power of God, That made the 
mountains rise, 
That spread the flowing seas abroad, And built 
the lofty skies, 
: 
I sing the wisdom that ordained The sun to rule 
the day; 
The moon shines full at His ~and, And all the 
stars obey. 
I sing the goodness of the Lord, That filled the 
earth with food, 
And formed the creatures with His word, and then 
'. 
·~ounced them good. 
Lord, how Thy wonders are e~layed Where 1er I 
turn mine eye; 
' There's not a place where we can flee, But.Thou, 0 
God, art nigh. 
. . 
' 
:•. 
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. 
Hymn ;'f 56; 11 I Sing th ~Almighty Power of' G.od, 11 also has 
little lin~uis~ic structure deraanding ref'lection of the sing-
. -.·er, There· are only a f'ew Latin pref'ixes., notably~-, dis-, 
and uro-, each used once in the hyran. No learned structures 
-:---- . ' 
nor adverb-to-the-lef't shif'ts are noted f'or this hyran, '.I'here 
is an -ing verbal.in the f'irst verse and an inf'initive in the 
second, 
Methodist # J1u 
The Church's one foundation is Jesus Christ her Lord; 
She is His new c1•eation £2]{. water and the word; 
.~ora Heaven Re came and sought. he.r To be His· holy 
Bride; 
~th His own blood He bought her, And 1£r her lif'e 
He died, 
.. 
. ~· 
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El_ect· from .every r.i.ati·on, Yet one· o.• er a11 ·the earth, 
... 
Her charter of salvation One Lord, one faith, one 
birth; 
One holy name she blesses, Partakes one holy food, 
<----And to one hope she presses, With every grace. endued, 
/ 
'11id toil and tribulation, And tumult of her war, 
She waits the consummation Of peace for evermore; 
Till with the vision glorious, Her longing eyes are 
blest, 
And the great Church victorious Shall be the Church 
at rest, 
... 
:•. 
93 .. 
'Yet she. on earth hath 1.}nion With Goel the Thr.ee in .One, 
An~·mY-stic_ sweet·&=ion Witll those whose rest· is 
won; 
0 happy ones and holy! Lord,· give us grace that 1:1e 
r:-:-:--~~~:--~~~~~~·~<,-..~-
Like them, the meek and lowly, ·on high may dwell 
with Thee. 
Methodist Hymn# 314, "The Church's One Foundation," has 
many e_~am.,,les of linguistic constructions that will appeal to 
the intellect. · The most frequently used in this hymn is the 
adverb-to-the-left shift which occurs three times in the first 
verse, once'i'n the second, three times in the third verse, and, 
final;I.y twice in the· fourth verse, In Verses One, Two and Four, 
the verse ends with an adverb-to-the-left so that a thoughtful 
phrase concludes these verses, There are three verbals, one 
.of each type: -ed, -ing, and· infinitive, Verse Two has one 
Direct Object-Verb reversed causing a slower reading of the 
' . . 
line than normal word order would allow, Thought-provoking 
words in this hymn include 12iz: in Verse One and Yet in Verses 
Two _and Four and that also· in Verse Four, There are ·two pas-
" 
:·. 
94. 
sive ·constructions that add.cto tl].e reflective nature of this 
hynin.. Each verse has several of. the various linguist.ic de-
.. vices fpUnd in .the ·h~ · s~ that the variety is. distri.buted 
throughout the lyrics adding to a·sense of intellectual con-
. . 
sideration of the images of this hymn. 
Methodist # 10 
Joyful, joyful, we adore Thee, God of glory, Lord 
of love; 
Hearts unfold like flowers bef9re Thee, Opening to 
the sun above·. 
Melt the clouds· of sin and sadness; Drive the dark 
of doubt away; 
' 
Giver of Gnortal gladness, Fill us with the light 
of day! 
' . 
'· 
.• 
, 
; 
.All Thy works with j.oy sl.:trround Thee., Earth and Heaven 
elect Thy ways, 
Stars and angels sing around Thee, Center .of~roken 
praise, 
Field and forest, vale and mountain, Blossoming 
meadow, flashing sea, 
Chanting bird and flowing fountain Call us to rejoice 
in Thee, 
Thou art giving and forgiving, Ever blessing, ever 
blest, 
Wellspring of the joy of living, Ocean depth of 
happy rest! 
Thou the Father, Christ our Brother, All who live in 
love are thine; 
· Teach us how to love each other, Lift us .to the joy 
Q.ivine, 
95 
... 
·. ' 96 
Mortals" _join. the mighty chorus, Which the morning ~tars 
began; , 
\ 
F.ather love is reigning o 1 er us, Brother love binds· 
man to man, 
1""Ever singing, march we onward, Victors in the mids.t· 
of strife; 
Joyful music lifts us sunward In the trii.unph song of 
life, 
In Hymn ff 10, 11 Joyful, Joyfui, We Adore Thee, 11 there are 
some exaroples of adverb-to-the-left shift. However, the mos.t 
frequently used device to linguistically compel reflection in 
this hymn is the use of verbals, There are fifteen verbals 
functioning as some part of speech other than verb in this 
hymn. The most frequently used is the -ing· verbal used ten 
times, The -ed verbal is used twice, and the infinitive is 
used three times, Verse Four has a verb-noun reversal that 
contributes to a notion of movement to the left. The same 
line in Verse Four also has the only adverb-to-the-left ~hift 
found in this hymn. Latin prefixes are not frequent in this 
·- ' 
97 
hymn with·only three identii'ied: ·one use \:la.ch of im- un-
-' - ' 
. and ~-. 
Methodist # 246 
God of grace and God of.glory, On Thy people pour Thy power; 
Crown Thine ancient church's story; Bring her bud to 
· glorious' flo1·1er, 
Grant us wisdom, Grant us courage For the facing of this 
• < 
hour, 
Lo! the hosts of evil round us Scorn Thy Christ, assail 
his ways! 
·. 
·Fears and doubt too long hav.e bound us, Free our hearts 
to work and praise, 
. ·. 
·. ' 
Grrui.t v.s. wisdom, Grant us courage For ·the living of 
these days, 
For the living of these days, 
Cure Thy children's warring madness, Bend our pride 
to Thy cont1•ol; 
Shame our wanton, selfish gladness, Rich in things 
and poor in soul, 
Grant us wisdom, Grant -us coura15e, Lest we miss.Thy 
kingdom's goal. 
Lest we miss Thy kingdom 1 s goal, 
·set our feet on lofty places; Gird our lives that 
they may be 
.... 
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Armoured •ii th ·all Christlike graces In the fight· to 
set men free. 
Grant us wisdom, Grant us courage, That we fail not 
man nor Thee! 
That we fail not man nor Thee! 
Save us from weak@3ignation To the evils ·we ~lore; 
Let the .search for Thy salvation Be om• glory ever more, 
Grant us wisdom, Grant us c·ourage, Serving Thee whom we 
adore, 
serving Thee whom we adore,· 
' 
100. 
In Hymn"# 246, "God of: Grace and God of Glory," Verse ·One 
·has an ·adverb:...to-the-le.ft shift;· no_wever, there are no other 
e)::amples ~f this structure in the Me\_;hodist vers.ion of this 
-hymn. Verses One, Two, Three and Four have thought-provoking 
words introducing the last two lines of the. verse. Verses One 
'.l'wo, Three and Five each have an'_-inp; ve1°bal~ The second verse 
also has an infinitive construction. Verse Four has a passive· 
transformation following that so there is a long thought-pro-
voking construction in the mid-section of the verse. The final 
verse has a thought-provoking word, Let, introducing the second 
.image of the verse and the -ing verbal repeated twice in the 
final image. 
ASSOCIATIVE EMOI'IVE APPEAL 
The third attempt at objectific~tion is a matching of the 
various words of the lyrics of each hymn in this study to the 
lists. of words compiled by .Samuel Reiss as the words 'for the 
Episcopal study in Chapter 3 we1°e compared with these lists. 
The method of comparison and of recording the results ·of the 
! • 
comparison will. be the same as that done in Chapter 3. The 
associative emotive appeal is one of association of sound and 
not to· a rational interpretation of the s.ounds and any message 
they might carry. Although relatively few words ·in the hymns 
.,can be located on Reiss 1 s lists, those groups having four or 
more words related to a list s.re presented in this study, 
:·. 
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- . . 
List Forty, the "blow·, bloom~ pillow" "list has appeared 
in C_hapter 3 (pp, 60-61). These words, all related to a sense 
of being inf'lated or showy, swollen or full, can be found in 
four of the Methodist hymns. Blossoming and flowers both ap-
pear in. the Methodist version of "Joyful, Joyfu.l, We Adore Thee, 11 
Flowers is in Verse One, Line Two and· blossoming is in Verse 
Two, Line Thi-ee, Flower is in the hymn, "God of' Grace and God 
of Glory;" Verse One, Line Two. The word word is also foiind 
on this list. It appears twice in the Methodist hymns, once 
in "The Church's One Foundation" in Verse One; Line Two and · 
again in "I Sing th'Almighty Power" in Verse Three, Line Two, 
Listf,t19 
· List Ninet·een, the "swash, _wash, water 11 list, has appeared 
in Chapter 3: (p, 59) as-well as here in the Methodist study, 
. . 
The Hethodist hymns have f_ive words used in three hymns, In 
"The Church's One Foundation" the words water and high appear, 
Water is used in Verse One, Line Two and hi~h is· used in Verse 
Four, Line Four, 1:/ays, another word from this list, appears 
. ".i.n "God of Grace and God of .Glory" in Verse Two, Line One. Sea 
is found in "Joyful,· Joyful, We Adore Thee" in th.e third line of 
Verse Two: seas is found in Verse One, Line Two of "I Sing 
th'Almighty Power, 11 
·.·. 
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List # 23 " 
List 'J;i~enty-three ,' tne "whirr / hurry, turn 11 list al· so is 
' 
represented in the Episcopal study of Chapter J. In the Meth-
odist hymns this ·list has five words 'used in three of the hymns. 
Strife is found in· "Joyful, Joyful, We Adore -Thee" in the last 
verse, War is found in the first line of Verse Three of "The 
Church's One Foundation." "God of Grace and God of Glory" has 
three words from this list in the one hymn, Warring is found 
in the mid-part of the hymn and both hour and fears have pre-
c·eded it in the first and second _verses respe.ctively, 
List # 21.L 
I,ist Twenty-four, the "curl, ring, riddle" list, appears 
as one frequently represented in the lyrics of the Methodist 
hymns studied, This list includes round in the line "the 
_.hosts of evil round us" meaning to ring or encircle, Verse 
Two, Line One of "God of Grace and God of Glory," From the 
next line of the same hymn comes church's, another word from 
this list, Church's also appears in the opening line of "The 
Church's One Foundation." Church is found twice in this hymn, 
Surround, another word meaning to encircle, and sounding much 
like round noted earlier, is found in Verse Two, Line One of 
"joyful, Joyful, we Adore Thee .. II 
. ' 
•, ' 1 OJ. 
List !f 36 
" 
List Thirty-six is the "bump,, berry, button, sprout" group 
of associations, Each of the words on this list conveys in some 
way a serise of_ thump or blow to produce a· protuberance s.uch as 
a sprout or.small package, There are four words from this list 
used five times in only two of the hymns studied. In "God of 
Grace and God of Glory" the word bud is u.sed in a metaphorical 
sense _to liken it to the small protuberance or· bud of a plant 
from which brings forth the flower and seed of the offspring of 
.the plant. Brother, used twice, and bird and binds, each used 
once, can all be found in "Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee." 
_List {f 38 
List Thirty-eight has five'words used nine times in the 
Methodist hymns. This list, the ''bulge, big, hill, swell" 
list appears in phapter 3 (pp, 62-63). There are examples 
of' Hords from this list in four of the five Methodist hymns 
included in this study, All appears twice in "Joyful, Joyful, 
We Adore Thee," once in each hymns, "The Churchls One Founda-
tion" and "I Sing th'Almighty Poiier, 11 Full is in Line Two of 
the second verse of "I Sing thlAlmighty Power" and filled is 
in the first line of Verse Three of the same hymn, Fill is 
fo1;1-nd in Verse One, Line Four of "Joyful, Joyful," The last 
example of a word from this list is people found in the first 
line of "God of Grace and God of Glory," 
Chapter 5 
A T? ..... RZ~- PJ.:1T JTUD1 O.i' ?IVE ? ] ~qUEiiTLY .:>UiTG RYEN.:> OF 
THS .AJ.i,<::R IC.~H BA.2T I ST CIDmCH : SEHS0!1L\L 
APPE.:\L , V~RB.\.L !U'P3.AL TO TE3 IN'I'ELLJCT , 
ASSOCL,TIVJ.: illiOTIV:.<:: AP?E..l\L 
I NTnODUC'!' I Ol'J 
The hymns sung by the congrega t ion of First Bapt i st 
Church at Dayton, Ohi o , during the 1970 calendar yea r were 
determi ned f r om the r ecords i n the church office . From 
those h :rmns sung four or more t imes durins t he yeo.r , f i ve 
were chosen by random select i on a s representa t ive of t h e 
congregation and hence of the denomi nat i on . These hymns , 
all found in t he author i zed 1~y;'1nal of the deno:-iina tion were 
exa~ined for their i ntensity of sensorial appeal , their 
v erbal ap::-cal to t he i n t cll oc t , and t:-ie i r as s ociative e .10-
ti v e appeal . 
The proc edure for each of the t h r ee parts of t h e study 
will be the s ame as for the study Made in Chapter 3. The 
first par t , r e l ative to t h e i nt ensity of sensorial appeal , 
will be objec tified by t he a:r:,l i cat i on of t ·,e principles 
presented by 3rnest J.; . :rtobson in The Orchestra of the Lo.n-
gua~e . The sec ond attenp t at objectif i c at ion will a c;ain 
1 04 
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be made t hrough close r eading f or linguistic evidence of ve r -
bal appeal to t he intellect. The t h ird part of this chapter 
will be the applicat i on of the word lis ts c ompiled b e Samuel 
Reiss to the lyr i cs of the hymns studied . 
SENSORI AL APPEAL 
The relative s triking power va l ue s ar e found above the 
words of each hymn selec t ed fo r this study . The tota l rela-
tive mean time in seconds f or each word· aunears below the J. • 
word. I n or der that the fi gures be clear , t he lines are 
widely spaced . When necessary , the words are reproduced 
with an underhung indention to a l low for long lines to be 
spaced without crowding . 
Baptist # 476 - Verse 1 
37 28 
Blest b e 
. 45 • 29 
42. 5 
18 
the 
. 14 
27 
33 
tie 
. 24 
58 
34 
t~-ia t 
. 38 
h earts in Christian 
. 45 • 24 . 47 
18 90 29 67 
The f ellowship of k i ndred 
. 14 . 79 . 24 . 59 
38 23 34 34 
like to that above . 
. 36 • 29 . 38 . 38 
L~O 
binds 
. 65 
35 
love : 
. 36 
47 
minds 
. 65 
47 
Our 
. 39 
2"7 
Is 
. 26 
106 
Baptist Hymn # 476 , "Blest Be the Tie That Binds ," has 
four verses . Verse One has two images , one for each line . 
Line One has an intensity of 95. 94, and Line Two has an in-
. 
tensity of 98 . 28 . Verse Two also has two images, one for 
each line . The intensities , however , are h i gher with the 
first image of Verse Two reaching an intensity of 106 . 82 , 
and the sec ond image reaching an intensity of 102 . 88 . 
Baptist 'L 476 - Verse 2 
47 59 40 31 66 
Before 
. 65 
our 
. 39 
Father ' s 
. 70 
throne He 
.48 • 24 
47 
Our 
.39 
47 57 
our ardent 
. 39 ,45 
37 L~7 
fears , our 
. 43 . 39 
23 47 
one , Our 
• 26 . 39 
46 
pr aye.es ; 
. 40 
33. 5 
hopes , 
.49 
69 
comforts 
. 76 
47 
our 
. 39 
33 
and 
. 31 
34 
aims 
.50 
47 
our 
. 39 
30 
pour 
• 26 
51 
are 
~ 34 
39 
care s . 
. 35 
Vers e Three differs from all the other vers es in this 
hymn in that it has only one image spanning both lines of 
the hy:rrn . It has an intensity of sensoria l appeal of 
103 .43 . 
Baptist # 476 - Verse 3 
31 
We 
• 24 
37 
share 
• 31 
58 
burdens 
' • 69 
31 
each 
. 34 
35 
bear, 
• 31 
58 38 
56 
other's 
.50 
36 
woes , 
. 38 
53 
31 
Each 
.34 
33 
And of ten for 
31 
each other 
38 
flows 
.50 • 31 . 53 • 36 . 34 . 36 
108 35 
sympathizing tear . 
1 • 21 • 21 
Baptist # 476 - Verse 4 
39 .. 5 31 
When we 
• 33 • 24 
51 
are 
.34 
39 23 
called to 
.33 . 29 
29 57 33 
us inward pain; 
. 24 .55 . 36 
32 31 35 34 28 
But w·e shall still be 
• 31 . 24 . 36 .36 . 29 
33 31 .5 23 32 
And hope to me et 
• 31 . 37 • 29 . 36 
41 27 
part , It 
• 33 • 19 
38 27· 
j oined in 
.58 • 24 
46 
ae;ain. 
.43 
56 
other.' s 
. 50 
1 8 
The 
.1 4 
32 
gives 
. 48 
40 .5 
heart, 
• 33 
107 
108 
Verse Four ha s two images , again one for each line , The 
first image has an intensity of 109. 38 , the highes t .for this 
hymn ; the second has an intensi ty of 96 ,42 , Total intensity 
for t he hymn is 101. 96 . 
Baptist # 228 - Verse 1 
39. 5 30 55 
When I survey 
• 33 • 22 • 63 
25 .5 18 
whi ch the 
• L~3 .1 4 
53 67 34 
My r i chest gain 
. 34 . 62 . L~6 
18 
the 
• 14 
39 
72 
wondrous 
. 64 
29 70 
42 
cross 
. 38 
34 
31 
On 
. 29 
Pr ince of glory died , 
. 45 • 24 . 60 . 36 
30 33 32 36 
I count but loss , 
. 22 . 38 • 31 . 36 
55 31 33 
And 
30 
pour 
• 26 
contempt on 
34 33 
all my 
42 
pride . 
- • 38 • 31 • 51 • 29 • 24 • 34 
Bapt i st Hymn # 228 has four verses . The First Verse has 
a singl e image with an intensity of 104 . lt5• Verses Two t hrough 
Four each have two i ma5es , one c orr esp onding to each of the 
line s in the verse . Verse Two , Line One has an intensity of 
sensorial appeal of 96 . L~.5 ; Verse Two , Line Two h a s an inten-
s ity of 95.1 8. Vers e Three has in Line One t he lowest inten-
sity of t he hymn , and of all the Baptist hymns studied, 86 , 43 , 
Th e s econd imag e in Vers e Three has an intensity of 104. 64. 
109 
The last verse has in t h e first image the highest intensi t y of 
the hymn, 105 . 96 . Verse Four , Line Two has an inte~sity of 
94. 88 . Total intensity for the hymn is 98 . 85 . 
Bapt i s t # 228 - Verse 2 
67 27 44 34 30 25 35 
Forbid it , Lord , tha t I should boast , 
. 67 • 19 . 38 . 38 . 22 . 31 .43 
32 27 18 28 29 43 33 L~ 
Save in the death of Christ , my Lord; 
. 46 . 24 .1 4 • 31 . 24 . 66 . 34 . 38 
34 18 33 32 34 44 29 36 
All the vain things that char m me most , 
. 24 . 14 . 41 . 50 . 38 .43 . 29 . 43 
30 96 31 23 27 .5 36 
I s acrifice them to His blood . 
. 22 . 94 . 33 • 29 • 31 . 38 
Baptist # 228 - Verse 3 
28 40 27.5 28 .5 27 .5 37 .5 27 .5 31 
See , from His head, His hands , His fee t, 
• 29 . 45 .L~5 • 26 . 45 .46 . 45 . 36 
7L~ 33 35 35 40 29 
SorroH and love flow mingled down; 
. 60 • 31 . 36 . 38 . 62 . L~ 1 
28 48 34 35 33 74 32 
Did e ' er such l ove and sorrow meet , 
, 26 • 29 • L~ 1 . 36 • 31 . 60 . 36 
37 34 53 30 37 28 38 
Or thorns c omoose so rich a crm·m? 
. 24 .55 . 54 . 29 . 36 . 17 . 43 
Baptist # 228 - Verse 4 
28 
Were 
. 24 
18 34. 5 38 29 
t he whole realm of 
. 26 • 24 .1 4 . 31 
34 
Tha t 
. 38 
28 28 79 
were a present 
. 24 .1 7 . 61 
59 
nature 
. 53 
38 
f ar 
. 36 
23 
t oo 
. 29 
36 
mine , 
• L~6 
41.~ 
small: 
.55 
35 30 77 30 63 
divine , 
63 33 
Love so amazing , so 
. 36 . 29 . 81 . 29 
37 33 37 33 
sou l , my 
• 48 • 34 
life, my 
. 41 . 34 
Baptist ff 519 - Verse 1 
29 . 5 
Where 
• 31 
29. 5 
Where 
• 31 
42 
cross 
. 38 
31 
sound 
. 53 
18 
18 
the 
. 14 
18 
t he 
. 14 
36 
64 
crowded 
. 57 
44 
cries 
. 45 
29 
Demands my 
. 65 . 72 . 34 
34 
all • 
. 24 
36 29 
ways of 
. 43 • 24 
29 38 
of race 
. 24 .41 
62 L~5 
37 
l ife , 
. 41 
33 39 
and c lan, 
. 31 . 38 
3~-
Above the noise of selfish strife , 
. 38 • 14 .43 . 24 . . 67 .55 
31 33 . 5 33 58 28 32 29 34 
\'le hear thy voic e , 0 Son of Han ! 
• 24 . 26 . 29 ·. 53 . 17 . 36 . 24 . 41 
11 0 
1 1 1 
Baptist Hymn # 519 has six v erses. Verses One , Two and 
Three have . a single image each. The intensity of sehsorial 
appeal for Verse One is 100.34 ; the intensity of Verse Jwo 
is 102.97. 
Baptist ij 519 - Verse 2 
27 35. 5 29 
In haunts of 
98 
wretchedness 
• 24 • L~8 • 24 . 83 
31 
On 
. 29 
40 
From 
.45 
31 
We 
• 24 
64 
shadowed 
. 60 
36 
p a ths 
. 43 
36 
catch 
. 36 
77.5 
thresholds 
. 83 
29 .5 
where 
• 31 . 
33.5 
hide 
. 36 
42 
d ar k 
.33 
18 
the 
.14 
18 60 29 
the vision of 
• 14 • 55 • 24 
33 31 
and need, 
• 31 • 31 
33 
Thy 
. 29 
32 
with 
• 31 
37 
fears, 
. 43 
31 29 
lures of 
.38 . 24 
38· 
tears. 
.33 
40 
greed, 
.43 
Verse 1'hree of this hymn also has a single image . It 
is s omewhat lower in its intens ity of sensorial appeal, how-
ever, since it drops in intensity to 96. 12. 
Baptist 1 519 - Verse 3 
40 56 70 , 5 
From tender 
.45 .50 
66 . 5 
ch ildhood ' s 
• 81 
helplessness , 
L~O 
From 
.45 
40 
From 
• L~5 
68 
woman's 
.72 
63 
f amishe d 
. 72 
63 
grief, 
. 60 
40 
soule, 
. 60 
44 ,5 53 
37 
man ' s 
.53 
40 
from 
. 45 
34 
. 78 
70 
burdened 
. 74 
81 
sorrow 's 
.79 
33 40 . 5 
Thy h eart has n ever known 
42 
recoil . 
• 29 • 33 . 36 , 43 . 36 
Baptist # 519 - Verse 4 
18 
The 
.1 4 
34 
Still 
.33 
32 
Yet 
• 26 
18 
The 
.14 
32 29 59 57 38 
cup of water g iven for 
• 2L~ . 24 .43 . 60 . 36 
37. 5 18 69 29 
holds the freshness of 
.43 1 1. •• 4- . 74 . 24 
38 32 92 23 
long these multitude s to 
, 38 , 38 . 88 . 29 
36 77 29 33 
s weet 
. 43 
c omnassion of . Thy· 
·• 80 • 24 . 29 
. 23 
29 
Thee 
. 24 
33 
Thy 
. 29 
28 
see 
,29 
47 
face . 
. 56 
38 
t oil, 
• 31 
42 
stress , 
. 57 
56 
grace; 
, 63 
11 2 
113 
Verse Four has two images as deter mined by the po ints of 
major punctuat i on. The first image , Lines One and Two, has 
an intensity of 107 . 27 ; the second image , Lines Thr ee and 
Four , has an intensity of 98 .1 8 , 
Ba.pt is t fl 51·9 - Verse 5 
28 59 
0 Master , 
• 17 • 60 
34 
Nake 
• 31 
24.5 23 
haste to 
.43 . 29 
18 
the 
. 14 
32. 5 
heal 
• 31 
l~ 9 
Among 
.45 
32 
t hese 
• :38 
67 
rest l ess 
. 62 
28 38 
0 tread 
• 17 • 28 
18 
the 
• 14 
38 
city ' s 
. 57 
85 
mountainside, 
1.08 
32 
these 
. 38 
44 
throngs 
.60 
41 
streets 
• 51 
42.5 29 
hear t s of 
.45 . 24 
49 
abide, 
.48 
46 
again . 
.43 
33 
pain; 
. 36 
Verse Five also has two images. Lines One and Two; the 
first image , have an intensity of 92 . 23 , lowest of any in the 
hymn. Lines Three and Four, t he second image , h av e an inten~ 
sity of 97 .1 9. 
Bantist # 519 - Verse 6 
32 
Till 
• 21 
33 
And 
• 31 
35 29 31 
s ons of men 
,48 • 24 . 36 
63 
f ollow 
29 • .5 
where 
.53 • 31 
35 
sha l l 
33 
Thy 
, 29 
. 36 
31 
feet 
. 36 
31 
learn 
. 36 
31 . 5 
h ave 
• 36 
56.5 
33 
Thy 
. 29 
35 
love 
.36 
41 
trod; 
. 33 
34 32 
Till, 
• 21 
99 
glorious 
33 
Thy heaven above, 
35 
Shall 
. 36 
. 84 
33 
c ome 
• 28 
18 
the 
• 14 
. 29 
35 29 
city of 
.43 • 24 
.45 
47 
our 
. 39 
. 38 
33 
God ! 
. 36 
114 
Verse Six h a s two images . The first has an intensi t y of 
101, 55 and the s ec ond h a s an intensity of 108 . 82 . Total in-
tensity f or the hymn is 100 . 22 . 
Baptist Hymn !~ ~.11, "Dear Lord and Father of l-iankind, 11 
has five verses and f our different patt erns of ima~e s . Both 
Verses One and Five have t hree images with the f irst span-
ning Lines One and Two , the s econd is Line Three , and the 
third is Lines Four and Fi ve . Verse Two is a single image . 
Verse Thr ee has one image each for Lines One and Two and an- · 
other image for Lines Three , Four and Five . Vers e Four has 
only two i mages , one for Line s One and Two , t he other for 
Lines Three , Four and ? i ve . 
Baptist # 411 - Vers e 1 
64 
Dear 
. 46 
67 ' 
Forgive 
.72 
44 
Lord 
.38 
47 
our 
. 39 
33 
and 
• 31 
56 29 
Father of 
.58 . 24 
55 
foolish 
36 
ways; 
. 60 .43 
72 
mankind, 
.84 
73 
Reclothe 
. 62 
27 27 
us in 
47 
our 
67 
rightful 
38 
mind; 
. 51 
27 
In 
. 24 
27 
In 
. 24 
. 24 . 24 . 39 
52 
purer 
.43 
53 
deeuer 
• L~B 
40 
lives 
.48 
73 
33 
Thy 
• 29 
reverence , 
. 64 
. 67 
53 
s ervice 
. 60 
L~ 1 
praise . 
.L~5 
37 
find , 
.53 
11 5 
There ar e three image s in Verse One ; the first image is 
Lines One and ~1w~ Pn~ h~~ an intensity of s ensoria l appeal of 
101. 62. The second image , Line Three , has an intensit y. of 
105 . 24. The third image of the first v <:r se is Lines Four 
and Five and has an int ensity of 99 . 54. 
Verse Two of this hymn h as only a single image for the 
entire v~rse because there is no major nunctuation until the 
end of t he last line . The intensity of sensorial appeal for 
Verse Two is 105 . 54. 
Baptist J 411 - Verse 2 
27 
In 
. 24 
36 
simple 
.47 
43 
trust 
. 40 
38 
like 
. 36 
54 
theirs 
. 48 
62 18 56 28 
Beside· the Syrian sea , 
. 70 . 14 . 57 . 29 
18 60 65 29 18 
The gracious calling of the 
• 1L~ • 72 . 52 . 24 .1 4 
33 
Let 
• 26 
29 
us, 
• 24 
40 29 
Rise up 
. 41 • 19 
38 
like 
. 36 
31 
t hem , 
. 33 
33 63 
and fol low 
• 31 • 53 
Baotist # k11 - Verse 3 
28 48 
0 Sabbath 
• 17 • 60 
28 39 29 
0 calm of 
• 17 • 38 • 24 
38 32 
rest by 
• 38 • 34 
33 . 5 
hills 
• L~O 
59 
without 
. 60 
29 
Thee . 
. 24 
87 
Galilee! 
. 67 
34 
above! 
. 30 
21 .5 
who 
• 24 
44 
Lord, 
. 38 
26 . 5 _ 
hea rd, 
• 31 
28 30 
a word , 
. 17 . 31 
116 
Baptist # 411 - Verse 3 (Continued) · 
50 36 23 52 29 . 5 
Where Jesus 
. 10 
knelt to s hare 
• 31 • 28 • 29 
1 8 
The 
• 14 
67 29 
silence of 
. 77 . 24 
118 
Inte r 'P-reted 
. 85 
32 
. ~4 
1 08 
eternity , 
35 
love • 
. 36 
. 74 
. 41 
32 
with 
• 31 
29 
Thee -
. 24 
117 
Verse Three has an intensit y of sensorial appeal of 107 . 87 
for the first image , Line One . Line Two , the second image , 
h as an intensity of 104. 14. The t h ird image of Verse Three , 
the remainder of the verse , has an i ntensity of 111 . 79 . 
Baptist # 4 11 - Verse 4 
L~O 
Drop 
• 38 
32 
Till 
• 21 
33 
Thy 
. 29 
34 
all 
. 24 
34 
still 
. 33 
47 
our 
. 39 
25 29 
dews of 
• 33 • 2L1 . 
· 76 
strivine;s 
. 93 
96 
quietness , 
·• 81 
30 
cease ; 
. 41 
11 8 
Baptist .f 411 - Verse 4 (Continued) 
L~O 47 40 44 33 - 40 34 Take 
• 31 
from our 
.45 . 39 
souls 
. 60 
18 
the 
.1 4 
strain and s tress , 
33 
And 
• 31 
33 
let 
• 26 
47 
our 
. 39 
18 55 29 
The beauty of 
• 1 ~- • 60 • 24 
64 
ordered 
.55 
40 
lives 
. 48 
33 30 
Thy peac e • 
• 29 • 31 
.55 
62 
confess 
. 62 
• 31 . l~5 
Verse Four has two images . The first is Line s One and 
Two and has an intensity of 103 . 25 . The second ~s Lines 
Three through Five and has an intensity of 100 .1 4 . 
Baptist ~~ lf.11 - Verse 5 
52 
Breathe 
.50 
29 
th..rough 
. 36 
50 33 
Thy coolness 
18 30 . 5 29 47 
the hea ts of our 
• 1l~ • 48 • 24 • 39 
33 33 . 38 
and Thy balm ; 
. 29 .64 . 31 • 29 • 54 
79 
desire 
. 74 
Baptist # 4 11 - Verse 5 (Continued) 
33 
Let 
• 26 
·33 
Speak 
. 38 
22 28 
sens e be 
. 38 . 29 
55 
29 
through 
. 36 
fire , 
.48 
28 34 
0 still 
44 
small 
• 17 • 33 .55 
32 
dumb , 
• 31 
33 
let 
• 26 
26 
flesh 
. 38 
40 
75 
retire ; 
.55 
33 18 
the 
. 14 
1 1 1 
earthquake , 
1 • 01 
wind , and 
58 29 
voice of 
• 53 • 24 
39 
calm ! 
. 38 
. 43 • 31 
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Vers e Five has three image s . The fir st is Lines One and 
Two and has an intensity of 95 . 83. The second image is Line 
Thr ee and has an intensity of 102. 47 . The t hir d image , Lines 
Four and Five , has an intensity of 103 . 77 . Total intensity 
of sensorial appeal for the entire hymn is 103 .40 . 
... 
•,;.· 
120 
Baptist_·.Hyrnn # ~5, "Joyful, J9yful, We Adore Thee, 11 is· 
.the same hymn. as Methodist II 10 presented in Chapter 4 of this 
study,· In both versions.of this Hy~, Verse One is the same, 
In each of the remaining verses on·e word differs when the 
Methodist and Baptist versions are compared, These changes 
in vocabulary and a difference in the major pilnctuation of · 
the images in Verse Four cause variations in the intensities 
of sensorial appeal for the images in Verses Two, Three.and 
Four, and in the total intensities of the two versions of this 
hymn. 
Bautist # 92 - Verse 1 
40 
Joyful, 
• .5U 
40 joyful, 
.58 
31 
we 
.24 
66 
adore 
,48 
70 
glory, 
,60 
41~ 29 
Lord of 
.3tl ,24 
35 
love; 
,36 
42,6 
Hearts 
,45 
65 
unfold 
.55 
43 23 
Opening to 
• 57 • 24. 
38 
like 
,36 
57 
flowers 
.72 
18 32 
the sun 
• 14. • 36 
66 
before 
.65 
60 
above •. 
.58 
29· 
Thee, 
,24 
Bap tist :} 95 - Verse 1 (Continued) 
1 1 
Mel t 
. 26 
18 
t he 
. 14 
42 
Drive 
.48 
52 29 
Giver of 
.48 . 24 
28 
with 
• 31 
37 29 
clouds of 
• 52 • 24 
29 
sin 
. 36 
18 
t he 
• 1L~ 
l~1 29 
dark of 
. 38 . 24 
43 
. 33 
and 
. 31 
29 
doubt 
• J.6 
71 
i mmorta l 
.59 
g l adnes s , 
18 
the 
.14 
. 62 
38 29 
light of 
• 36 • 24 
30 
day • 
• 29 
62 
sadness , 
.67 
61 
away ; 
.46 
31 29 
Fill us 
• 31 • 24 
121 
Verse On e h a s fotr images , one correspondi ng t o each of 
t he f vur lines of t he v ers e . The f irs t imag e has an inten-
sity of sensoria l appeal of 103 . 72. The second i mage has a 
somewha t weaker intensity , 94.44, and t he t h ird image also 
has a relat ively weak i ntensity of 96 . 27 . The fourth i mage 
returns to the strong intens ity of ·105 . 24. This is t h e 
stronges t of a ll the i mages in the e ntire hyrm . 
Baptist ~ 95 - Ver se 2 
34 33 33 32 
with 
• 31 
33 j oy 
54 29 
All Thy works 
• 24 • 29 • 38 
su rround Thee , 
. 39 • 65 • 24 
44 
St ars 
.so 
24 33 56 . 5 
Earth and Heaven 
• 29 • 31 . 45 
72 
reflect 
. 64 
33 
Thy 
. 29 
33 42 30 65 29 
and angels 
• 31 . 62 
s i ng ar ound Thee , 
. 38 . 58 . 24 
31 29 79 41 
Center of 
• 38 • 24 
unbroken uraise . 
• 64 - . 45 
35 33 43 35 . 33 60 
39 
ways , 
. 38 
Fi eld and fore s t , vale 
. 36 
and mountain 
. 43 • 31 . 55 • 31 • 55 
65 58 67 28 
Fl ower y meadow , fl a sh i ng s ea , 
. 65 
69 27 
Chanting bird 
. 64 . 36 
29 23 
us t o 
• 24 ' 29 
. 48 . 74 . 29 
33 63 59 
and flowing fount ain, 
• 31 . 62 . 55 
69 27 29 
rejoice in Thee . 
• 75 . 24 . 21~ 
37 
Call 
. 26 
122 
123 
Verse Two has two images . The first , Lines One and Two, 
has an intens i t y of 100. 92 ; the s econd, Lines Three and Four , 
has an intensity of 100. 55. 
Baptist ·J 95 - Vers e 3 
28 1 1 57 33 95 50 
Thou art givine and forgiving , Ever 
. 29 • 14 . 57 • 31 . 93 . 36 
62 50 37 
blessing, ever blest , 
. 69 . 36 .45 
50 29 18 33 29 59 
Well- s pr ing of t h e joy of living , 
• 61 ~ 24 • 1L~ . 39 • 24 . 52 
63 30 29 57 . 5 13 
Ocean dep t h of hap~y rest! 
. 60 . 33 • 2L~ .4 . 26 
28 47 39 43 47 64 
Thou our Father , Christ our Brother , 
. 29 . 29 .48 . 66 • 29 .55 
34 21 . 5 31 27 35 . 51 '36 
All who live in love are Thine ; 
• 24 . 24 • 21 . 24 • 36 . 34 . 41 
34 29 25.5 23 35 31 54 
Teach us how to love each other , 
. 36 • 24 . 29 . 29 . 36 .34 ,41 
38 29 23 18 33 37 
Lift us to the Joy divine . 
. 38 , 24 • 29 • 14 . 39 ,48 
Ver se Three has three images . The f irst image, Lines 
One and Two, ha s an intensity of 102 . 27 . The second, Li ne 
Three , has an int ens ity of 102 . 55. The final irlage , Line 
Four , has an intensity of 97 . 27 . 
Baptist # 95 - Verse 4 
50 36 18 57.5 68 34 18 
Mor tals , j oi n the h appy chor us Which t he 
. 59 .46 • 14 • L~3 .50 . 36 . 14 
67 44 36 
mor ning s tars began ; 
. 69 .50 . 48 
39 35 27 67 51 29 
Father love i s rei~ning o ' er us, 
. 48 . 36 . 26 • 2 • 24 • 24 
64 35 38 34 23 34 
Brother l ove binds man to man . 
.55 . 36 . 56 .41 • 29 .41 
50 58 44 31 61 71 
Ever sing ing , march we onward , Vic tors 
. 36 . 64 .48 . 24 .55 • 61 
27 18 34 29 45 
in t he mi dst of strife , 
• 24 • 14 . 50 . 29 . 55 
40 60 33 29 62 27 18 
Joyful mus i c le ads us Sunward In the 
. 58 . 60 .48 . 29 . 62 . 29 . 14 
73 35 29 37 
triumph song of l ife . 
• 67 . 43 . 24 .41 
125 
Verse Four of Baptist Hymn # 95 h as three i 1'1'lages in its 
four lines . The first image , Line One , h a s an intensity of 
99. 88 . The second i mage , Line Two, has an intensity of 99. 58. 
The third image , Lines Three and Four , has an intensity of 
96 . 91. Tot al intensity of sensoria l appeal for t he entire 
hymn is 100 . 04. 
V .6RBAL APPEAL TO THE INTELLECT 
The second atteMpt at ob j ectific ation again wil l b e t he 
applica t i on of a close reading of the l yrics for l inguistic 
ev idence of verbal appeal t o the intel lect . The five ma jor 
means of gramnatic a l influence to cause reflection, shifting 
of 8.dverbs to t he l eft , using certain thought - provoking 
words , using as ••• as ••• when and as •.• as ••• aft er construc -
tions , using so ••• that , and using Latin prefixes , will be 
noted as in the previous chapters . Again , note will be tak-
en of passive and there transformations and t he use of v er -
bals a s modifiers . T~e sys tem used to ihdicate these lin-
guistic device s will b e the s ame as in tne previous chapters 
with t h e arrow above the lyrics to indica te an adverb- to-the-
left sh ift , a circ l e dr awn around the Latin pr efixes and an 
underline t o identify t he thought - provoking words and c on-
structions . 
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Baptist ;f 476 
Bl est be the tie that binds Our hearts in Christian 
l ove : 
The fellowship of kindred minds Is like to tha t above. 
~efore our Father 1 s throne We pour our ardent prayers ; 
Our fears, our hopes , our aims are one , Our com.forts 
and our cares . 
We share eac h other t s woes , Each other 1 s burdens bear , 
~-Y' And ~ften f or each other flows The syr.ipathizing tear . 
When we are ca lled to p ar t, It gives us inward pai n ; 
But we shall 'ft i ll be joined in heart , And hop e to 
meet again . 
127 
Baptist Hymn ;f !~76 , "Blest Be t h e Tie That Binds , 11 has 
adverb-to- the - left s hift in Vers es Two, Three and Four . In 
the sec ond verse the adverbia l shift introduces the firs t 
line; in the t h ird verse two adverbia l shifts occur mid~way 
through the single image conveyed . The f ourth verse has a 
single word adverb moved left in the final image of the hymn. 
Thought-provoking words can be found in the first and last 
verse s of the hymn. In Verse One "like to" is drawing a com-
parison denanding intellectual consideration of the analogy . 
In Verse Four "still," the adverb-to- the-left shift already 
noted, calls for consider a tion with the meanings it conveys 
as well as by its position . Addit ional inverted structures 
are a direct object - Vdrb inversion and a verb - subject in-
version, both occurring in Verse Three . Verba ls in Hymn 
# 476 included an - ed verbal t hat is the first word of the 
hymn, an - ins verbal in Verse Three and two infinitives in 
the last verse . 
Bantist fl 228 
~---
When I survey the wondrou s cross On which the Prince 
of Glory died, 
Hy richest gain I count but loss , And pour contel"lpt 
on all my pride . 
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Forbid it Lord, tha t I should boast , Save in the de ~th 
of Christ , my Lord; 
~l the vain t h ings t hat charm me most , I sacrifice 
them to His blood . 
( ~ <r:--
See , from His head, His hands , His feet , Sorrow and 
love flow mingled down : 
Did e 1 er such love and sorrow meet , Or thorns @ ose 
so rich a crown? 
Were the whol e r eal m of n ature mine , That wer e a 
present far too small: 
Love so @nazing , so divine , @mands my soul , my life , 
my all . 
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Baptist Hymn II 228 , 11\·fuen I Survey t he \'/ ondrous Cross , 11 
has s ever a l ex aripl e s of adverb- to - the-left shift . The first 
appears in t he first line of t he hymn. Another i ntroduces 
the l ast image in Vers e Two , and t he t h ird, a three pa rt 
phrase , i mmediately foll ows in the first line of t he third 
v er se . The b a lance of the hymn, however , has no more exam-
ples of t h i s c onstruction . There is a direct ob ject - v erb 
transfer in the first v erse a nd an - ing verba l in the l ast . 
Other t han t h ese linguistic devices to cause reflection, only 
a few Latin prefixes , widely spaced within the hymn, appear . 
" 
Perhaps t he use of a direct question at t he end of Verse 
Three and two uses of subjunctive verbs in Verse Four con-
tribute t o a reflective t one ; however , the hymn seems to be-
coI'le l e s s r efl ective a s i t cont inues with most of t he ob j ec -
tificat ion for linguistic appe a l to the intellect occurring 
earl y in the hymn . 
Baptist 1 519 
\~ere cros s t he crowded ways of life , 
~ere sound the cries of race and clan , 
~--------------------
Above the noise of selfish strife , 
We hear Thy voice , 0 Son of Nan ! 
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\-~~~~~~~~~~~:....--
In haunts of wretchedness and need, 
~-s-h_a_d_o_w_e_cl_t_h_r_e_s_h_o_l_d_s_d_a_r_l_c _"_11_· _t _h_ f_e-ar s , 
t om paths where hide the l ures of greed , 
We catch the vision of Thy tears . 
(--~--~~------------
From tender childhood ' s helplessness , 
~· 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
From woman ' s grief , man ' s burdened toil , 
~om f ru 1i shed souls , Y rom sorrow• s stres s , 
Thy hear t has never known@ oi·l • 
. - . 
The c up of water given for Thee 
~ 
Still holds the freshness of Thy grac e ; 
\ e t lone these nultitudes to see 
The swe e t 0 assion of 'rhy face . 
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0 Master , ~rom the mountainside , 
Make haste to heal these hearts of pain; 
~------------~---~ 
@iong these r estless throngs (3Pide , 
0 t read the city ' s streets again. 
Till sons of men shall learn Thy love 
.. 
And follow where Thy feet h ave trod; 
Till , t orious from Thy heaven above , 
Shall c one the city of our God ~ 
Hymn # 519 , 11\vhere Cross the Cr ~:)Wded Ways of Life ," has 
strong evidence of linguistic construction· to demand reflec-
tion. Five of the s ix verses contain a verbal, four are - ed 
and two are infinitives , totaling six ver bals in all . Ver s es 
Three, Four and Five e ach contain a word with a Latin prefix . 
Verse Four , t h e only v er se not conta i ning adverb- t o- the - left 
shift does have two thought- provoking Hords in it . Exc ept 
for Verse Four , the most fr equently used dev i c e to dem~nd 
int ell ectual activ i t y i s t he a dverb-left shift . Ver s es One 
and Two each h ave three l ong adverbial phrases moved left . 
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Ver s e Three has four phr ase s of this t ype . Verse Fi ve has 
t wo such phras e s , and Verse Six , one . In addition, there are 
at least two examples of v erb - subj ect rev ersal . One of these 
reversals also a9pe ar s in Verse Four so tha t e a ch ver se c ar-
ries s trone linguistic p r e s sure toward r e fl e ction. 
Baptist # 4 11 
Dea r Lord and. Fat her of Hankind, 
Forgive our foolish ways ; 
~clothe us in our rightfu l mind ; 
~ purer live s Thy service find , 
I n deeper reverence , p r ais e . 
I n s imp le trust like t heir s who heard, 
Beside the Syrian sea, 
The g racious c ul l ing of t h e Lord , 
Let u s , like t hem, without a word , 
Ri se up and fo l l ow Th ee . 
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0 Sabbath rest by Galilee ! 
0 calm of hills above! 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Where Jesus knelt to share with Thee 
The silence of eternity, 
~reted by love . 
Drop Thy still dews of qui etness , 
Till all our strivings cease ; 
Take from our souls the strain and stress , 
And let our ordered lives ~fess 
The beauty of Thy peace . 
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Hymn il 411 , "Dear Lord and Father of Mankind," has sev-
eral adverb-to-the-left constructions . They appear most often 
early in the hymn with four consecutive lines having the con-
struction , the l ast two lines of Verse One and the fir st two 
lines of Verse Two . A third adverb-to-the-left shift occurs 
late r in Ver se Two , A.nd one such s hift occurs in each Verse 
Three and Verse Five . There are three Latin prefixes in the 
hymn and four verbals . There are two -ing verbals , one - ed 
verbal and one infinitive . 
•' 
B t . t ' !.. 95 ap is v 
Joyful , joyful , we adore Thee , God of gl or,y- , Lot>d of 
love; 
Hearts @ old like flowers before Thee , Opening to 
the sun above . 
Melt the clouds of sin and sadne s s , Drive the dark of 
doubt away ; 
Giver of @ 1ort a l gl adness , Fill us with t he light 
of day . 
11 h ] t'". h A T -Y wor rn wit joy surround Thee , Earth and Heaven 
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~~lect Thy rays , 
stars and a.ngels sing around Thee , Center of ~roken 
praise . 
Field and f orest, va l e and mountain , Flower y meadow, 
fl ashing s ea , 
Chanting birds and floHing fount a in, Call us to 
rejoice in Thee . 
Thou art giving and forgiving , Ever blessing , ever blest , 
Well-spring of the joy of liv ing, Ocean depth of h appy 
r est ! 
Thou our Father , Christ our orother , All who live in 
love are Thine ; 
Teach us how to l ove each other, Lift us to the j oy 
divine . 
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Mortals join the happy chorus , ~ lhich the morning stars 
began ; 
Father love is reiening o ' er us , Brother love bi nds 
man to man . 
~------
Ever singing, march we onward , Victors i n t he midst 
of strife ; 
Joyful music leads us Sunward In the triumph song 
of life . 
In :Iy:nn # 95, 11 Joyful , Joyful , ':le . dor e Thee , ii there are 
s ome exampl es of adverb- to - the - left sh ift . Howev:er , t he most 
frequently used linguistic device to c ause reflection is the 
use of the v erbal . There are fifteen verbals in the Baptist 
version of this hymn as t her e were also in the Het hodist ver-
sion (pp . 94- 97) . The n ost frequently used of the verbals is 
the - inp; forn used eleven times . The - ed verbal is used twice 
and t h e infinitive is used t wice . Ve'!:'se Four has t h e only 
adverb- t o- the - left movcnent in the hyrm . Latin oref ixe s ar e 
not f requent in this hyr.m . Only three are identified : irn.-
- , 
un-, and re-. 
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The third attem!)t a t obj ectification i s again the match-
ing of the various words of the lyr ics of each hyrm wi th the 
l ists of words cor:piled by Samue l Re iss . Al thoue;h r elativel y 
few of the words can be i dentif i ed with the lists of Re i ss , 
the emotive meanine of some c an be determinen . In t he com-
pari son of t11e Bapti s t hynns t o the word lists , only two list s 
are found with four different words from the list ; however 
five l ists will be included as s i gnificant because of t he num-
ber of times words occur from the list , ev en though the words 
may be r epetitions rather than additions from the list . 
List # 5 
Li st Five is the "clam, cla s p , hasp , keep " list and all 
these words have some emotive appeal associated with a feel 
of attatchnent , binding or more likely linki n[, together . 
Thi s list is i mportant to t he Baptis t hymn because it i s 
r epresented e l even times in the five hymns studi~d . It i s 
peculi ar , however , sinc e only one word from t he list appears 
i n all of the eleven citin5s . The word, l ove, i s found i n 
all five of t he most frequently sung hymns of this group . 
It appear s once in t he l ast verse of 111.fhere Cross t he Crowded 
\·Jays of Life , 11 once in the t hird verse of 11 Dear Lord and 
Father of IIankind, 11 and once i n the first verse of 11Blest 
Be t he Tie Tha t Binds . 11 Love appear s three times in 111·111.en 
I Survey t he ,/ondrous Cross , " twice in Ver se Tri..ree and fin-
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a l ly in the last line of Verse Four . This same word ap~ears 
aga i n i n "Joyful , Joyful , He Adore Thee 11 five times . In 
Ver se One , Line One , is the phrase 'Lord of Love .' In Verse 
Three , Line Three is ' All who live in love i and then in Line 
Four 1 Teach us how to l ove .' In Ver s e Four , Line Two is 
IFather love ••• ' and ' ••• Brother love.' 
List :// 38 
List Thirty - eight , 11bul t:; e , hill , swell 11 ha s appeared ear-
lier in both Chapter 3 (pp . 62- 63) and Chapter 4 (p . 103) . 
This lis t , a ssociated with appeal r· t: l ated to mass , bul k , and 
rounded shape , he.s three words found repeatedly in the Bap-
tist study . The se three wor ds , all , fill , and h ills, are 
used seven tir.i.es in three hy;1ms , Hills is found once in 
. "Dear Lord and Fat her of !·;ankind, 11 Verse Three , Line Two . 
Fill is used once in "Joyful , Joyful , ·.-1e Adore Thee, 11 Verse 
One , Line Four . In this sane hymn, all is found twic e, f irs t 
introducing Verse Two and t hen in Verse Three , L~ne Three . 
All also aDpe ars t hree tir1es in n- .'hen I Survev the Wondrous 
-- • - v 
Cross ," in Verse One , Line Two ; Ver se Two , Line Two; and 
Verse Four , Line Two where it i s the last word of t h e hyr.111 . 
1 3~ 
Li s t !/ 13 
List Thirteen, the "clean , glim."ller , glory , flame" l i st 
als o appears ePrlier in this study . (pp . 61-62) The Baptist 
hymns have this gr oup represented by four different words , 
g l ory , g l ori ous , gladness , and li~ht , used five tines in 
three hymns . Glorious is found in the l as t verse of "Where 
Cross the Crowded :·rays of .Life . 11 Glory i s found in the first 
line of "Hhen I Survey the 1.Jondrous Cross " and again in the 
first line of "Joyful , Joyful , \·Je Adore Thee . 11 The latter 
hymn al so ha s the words liEh t and gladness in the first verse . 
Li st # 19 
List Nineteen, the "swash , wash , water" l ist , appears in 
Chapter 3, (p . 59) and Chapt er 4, (p . 101 ) as well as here . 
The Baptist hyrms h ave only three words from this list , ap-
pearing four times in three hymns . The word ways is in Verse 
One , Line '!'wo of "Dear Lord and Fat her of J.ianki ndrr and in 
. . 
Verse One , Line One of u-:Jhere Cross t he Crowded ·:fays of Life 11 
which also contains the wor d Hater in Verse Four , Line One . 
Sea appeei.rs in Vers e Two , Line Three of 11 Joyful , Joyful . 11 
List # 39 
List Th.irt:r- nino is the 11 s c oop , cup , heaven , womb " list . 
All the words in this ~ro1~ hev e an enotive relation to the 
hollowing action of the scoop , or the hollowed shape of the 
cup or cove, or the protective nature offered by the hol lowed 
place as in c ove , heaven and womb . There are four different 
words from this list appearing in two of the hymns included. 
Cup is found in Verse Four, Line One of 111;/here Cross the 
Crowded Hays of Life , 11 and wor.1an 1 s is found in Verse Thr ee , 
Lin e Two of the sarJ.e hymn. The rema ining two words are both 
found in "Joyful , Joyful , He Adore Thee . 11 Heav en a~uears in 
... -
t he first line of Verse THO and how ap; ears in Verse Three , 
Li ne Four . 
Only two of these l ists have as many as four different 
words represented , none have more than four from a singl e 
list . The use of one word a s much as eleven time s differs 
from other usage enough to indicate the need to include the 
list where this word is found. 
smn.v RY 
Treatine the lyrics of the hYJTl.ns of this study a s poetry , 
and ma king the as sumntion that the tone s of the words are not 
inaprropria te to the t one of the hymns , it would a'[.'_:; e a r tha t 
the three grou~ings do not really differ ap~reciably in inten-
sity to emotive appea l . Robson was applied to the intensi ty 
of the ima~e ; t heref ore , the da ta derived from the s tudy is 
mor e accura te when c onsidered for tot al i mages t h an wh en ap-
plied wor d for word . For whP.t ever slie;ht varia ti ·)n there is, 
it appears tha t the Me thodist is mo3t intense , and t h e Baptis t 
and Episco~al ~re es s entially the same . I t should be pointed 
out that there is a his h degr0c of objectivity in using Robson 
since no s emantic appea l of the words is involve d . 
In appl ying linguistic principle s of s yntax to test thought 
and emotion str uctures , it is true tha t the Epis copal hynu1s in-
dicat e n ore r ationaliza tion or intel lectua liza tion, but in the 
appl y ing of s uch nrincinl es it may be pointed out t hat it is 
~ . -
difficult to do so in terms of i mage s . Therefore , with this 
test, one measure s pros e and not poetry . The question might 
arise a s t o hoH there is so much more intellec t ualiza tion in 
t he l!.'p i scopal hymns than in the other two. yet t h e e:r:iotive in-
tens i ty is so clos e for all t hree . A reasonable ansuer i s tha t 
the imae;e a s mea sured by Robson i s more signific ant i n its au -
plicat ion to t he poetic struc t ure of the hymns tha n is the ap -
1I+1 
1 L~2 
plication of thought structures to poetry . If this is not true , 
then t he answer must be that c ert ~.in words in each poetic image 
h ave a very high i ntens ity ; however , since Robson was applied 
to the image as a cluster of words , inten s e differences as to 
specific words should be discounted . 
There is no doubt that many Latinized verbs wh ich in prose 
mi ght be more thought ~rovoking in na ture are in t he hymns more 
emotive r einforc i ne than thought producing . Certa inly , while 
t he influence of thought inducing structur es is hieher in t he 
Episcopal hymns , the we i ght of t his frequency i s not s i gnificant . 
Recourse to Reiss has indicated t here are more eMotive t ones 
evoked. i n the Episc opal lyrics than in the other two . But, it 
is to be realized that Reiss ' s lists are related nrimarily to 
t he s enses and t he emotive intensity differential between Re iss 
in t he Epi s copal and i n the other two e r oups s eems to have been 
made up by other image clusters of equal intens i ty but not sen-
s orially orient ed . 
Based up on the l imited yet i ntense study made in t his mono-
graph, certain popul ar myths concer ninc the intellectualiza tion 
of the Episcopal church could well still persist . These myths 
might even be truths , bu t t h is is not evidenced in t he case of 
t he hymn s . However , i t would appear tha t Robson ' s work is sie:-
nif i cant because of its ease in h~ndlin~ and its ability t o 
deal with clusters of word units , both i n striking power and 
durat ion of intensity . It would also appear that structures 
are quite difficult to apply to poetry and tha t Re i ss 1 s com-
:•. 
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prehensive·treatment is mo:re suited to treati~g individual words 
than·poetic clusters, 
' 
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TABLE 1 . 
. Summary·_oi' Phonetic Values with. Diacritic~l Markings44 
Phonetic Element 
i in pine, sigh, my 
oi in oil, toy 
aw in all, saw, pause 
ah in father, embalm 
a in cat 
oh in old, moan, se1-1 
a in fame, rain, pay 
ew in few, you, muse 
u· in ·sun, won 
ee in see, tea,- field 
e in ebb 
OW in howl, bough 
i in is 
er in her, fur, world 
00 in ooze, tune, blue 
oo in book, could, put 
in the 
.. 
r 
·1 
w 
ch in_ church, witch 
ng in sirig 
·sh in show 
y in you 
n 
m 
j in judge, George 
zh in pleasure,· azure 
dh in then 
z 
g 
k 
t 
f 
v 
d 
b• 
p 
s 
h 
th in thin 
41~Robson 
' 
op. cit,, 
Relative 
Striking Relative Mean 
Power . Time .. in Seconds 
Value 
30 0,22 S~c. 
30 ·, 22 
20 • 17 
28 , 17 
28 , 17 
28 • 17 
. 28 ,22 
28 , 17 
27 , 12 
26 , 17 
25 , 12 
24 .22 
24 • 1 2 
23 • 17 
20 • 1 7 
19 • 12 
15 ,07 
;. 8 ,07 
5 • 07 
5 ,07 
5 ch1 ,07 
fr 
.1L~ 
, 12 
,07 
3. n1 ,07 
3 m1 , 12 
3 • 17 
3 zh1 ,07 3 dh1 ,07 
3 z1 ... , 2 
3 • 12 
3 k1 ,02 
3 t1 ,02 
2 , 12 
2 v1 ,07 
2 ,07. 
·2 • 12 
2· P1 ,02 2 • 12 
1;5 ·,07 
1 , 12 
pp. 146-147, 
Subscript 1 
is·prevowel, 
subscript 2 
:._postvow_el 
n2 • 1 2 
m2 , 14 
zh2 , 12 dh- , 12 
z2 
, 14 2 
k2 ,07 
t2 ,07 
v2 , 12 
P2 ,07 
·. ' 
GLOSSAHY · 
.•: 
' a 28 , 17 art 54 .36 
abide 40 ,48 as 31 • 31 
able 35 .41 assail 65 .70 
above 34 ,38 at 31 ,24 
abroad 56 .50 away 61 ,46 
adore 54 ,38 
.. 
balm 38 .54 
·again 46 ,43 be 28 .29 
aid 56 .46 beacon 61 .55 
aims 34 .50 bear 35 .• 31 
all 34 .24 bears 38 .43 
alleluia 90 • 7L~ beauty 55 • 60 . 
amazing 77 • 81 before 66 .65 
among 4-9 .45 'began 36 .48 
ancient 67 .57 being 56 .55 
and 33 .31 believe 61 .65 
angels 43 .62 bend 32 .4.3 
answer 56 .53 beside 62 ,70 
. answered 58 .60 better · 53 ,43 
ardent 57 ,45 binds 38 .56 
are 51 .34 bird 27 ,36 
armored 79 ,70 birth 26 .41 
arms 4.2 ,48 bless 34- . ,43 
around 65 .65 blesses 62 ,69 
array 51 .36 blessing 62 .69 
148 
-· 
149 
bl est 37 .45 came 24 ~4S 
blind . 42 . 
.l+O call 37 .26 
blindness 72· • 91 cal·led . 3S. 
.33 
' 
blissful 59 . 7L~ calling 65 .52 
blood 37 .43 calm 39 .JS 
boast 35 .43 can 34 • 31 
_bold 37 .IJ:3 captain 66 .52 
bought 34. .36 cares 39 .35 
bound .· 31 .53 catch . 36 .36 
bounds 32 .5S cease 30 .41 
brave 40 .53 center 31 .JS 
breaks 43 .60 chanting 69 ."64 
breathe 52 .50 charm 44 .43 
bride 42 .4s charter 39 .33 
"bright .. 43 .4.S chide 37 .36 
brightens 74. ,79 childhood's 66.5 • S1 
bring· JS .45 children's 75 .76 
brother 64 .55 chorus 6S ,50 
brother-love 9S • 91 Christ 43 .66 
bud 19 • 26 Christian 5s .47 
building 61 .64 Christlike S1 1,02 
built 34 ~33 church's 63 .72 
burdened 70 ,74 city 35 .43 
burdens 5S .69 city's 3S .57 
but. 32 • 31 clan 39 .JS 
by 32 .34 close 39 ,40 
' 
•. 150 
clouds· 37 .52 cross 42 .3B· 
coast 36 .33 6ro1·!ded 64 .57 
ca.me 33 -,3B .. .crown . 3B .43. 
comes 36 • 50 crucified 90 • Bo 
cometh 59 .. 52 cure 49 .3B 
comf'orts 69 .76 cup . 32 .24 
- command 5L~ • 57 dark 42 .3J 
.. 
commend 63 • 57 darlmess 71 ,64 
communion B2 .95 day JO • 29 
compassion 77 .Bo days J3 .43 
compose 53 ,54 dear 64 .46 
conf'ess 62 .60 death . 2B • 31 
confessed 5J ,64 deeper 5J .4B 
confounded 93 1. OJ demands 6J ,72 
conquering 7J .66 depth JO .33 
consummation 121 1 .JO deplore 72 .57 
contempt 55 .51 derided 84 .69 
:control 77 .59 desire 79 ,74 
coolness 50 .64 desolation 115 1. 22 
cov 1ring 68 .59 dews 25 ,38 
count 33 ,38 did 28 .26 
countless 65 .69 died 3!~ ,36 
courage 57 .58 displayed 65 .69 
creation 100 ,89 distant 61 . -~ .59 
creatures 60 ,72 distress 66 ,64 
cries 4!~ ,45 divided· 89 .79 
-:·. 
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-divine '63 ,65. every 61 ,43 
done 32 • 31 evil 57 ,48 
·'doubt.· 29 ; 36- evils 60 ,60 
down 29 ,41 eye 30 ,22 
dreamers bl~ 0 74 .. eyes 32 ,34 
drear 72. 
.53 ev'cry 61 ,43 
drive 42 .l~8 face 47 .56 
drop 40 ,38 facing 60 ,72 
dumb 32 .31 fail 35 .41 
di-rnll 37 ' .33 faith 23 .46 
each 31 .34 faithful 38 .65 
ear 49 ..• 34 faithfulness 87 1. 08 
earth 24 ,29 famished 63 ,72 
'earth rs 26 ,41 far 38 ,36 
earthquake 111 1. 01 farthest 71 .69 
e'er 48 • 29 Father 56 .58 
elect 62 
.45 Father_1s 59 ,70 
endued 52 ~55 Father like 94_ .94 
envious 73 ,67 fathers 59 ,70 
ere lf8 .29 favors 55 .58 
eternal 60 .50 fear 34 ,31 
eternity 108 • 74_ fears 52 ,53 
. -evening 59 ,62 feeble 35 ,48 
~ver 50 ,41 feebly 61 .65 
everlasting 116 1. b5 feet 31 ,36 
eyermore 105 
.• 87 ·fellowship 89 ,74 
,. 
·. ' 
152· . 
field 35 .43 for~iving 95 .93 
fierce 36. .43 form ·. 42 .50. 
\ 
fight 35 .43 formed 44 .55 
fill 31 • 31 fortress 76. .79 
filled 33 .38 fought 34 .36 
flee 33 .36 foundation 94 • 91 
find 37 .53 fountain 59 .55 
. fire 
... 
55 .48 free ' 36 .36 
flashing 67 .74 freshness 69 .74 
flesh 36 .43 from ·40 .45 
flow 35 .38 fulfilling 102 • 90 
flower 54 .58 full 26 .31 
flowers 57 .72 gain 34 .46 
.flowery 65 .65 Galilee 87 •. 67 
f'lowing 63 .62 gates 36 .53 
flows 38 .5o gently 65 .62 
foes 33 . ~51 Ghost 36 .43 
follow 67 .55 gird 28 .36 
food 24 .36 give 29 .36 
foolish 55 .60 given 57 .60 
for 38 .36 giver 52 .48 
forbid 67 .67 gives 32 .48 
forest 43 .55 giving 57 .57 
forever 104 ,87 glad 38 .43 
forgive 67 .72 gladness . 68 • 7~ . 
forgiven 96 • 91 g;I,orious 99 • 84 
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glory 70 . ,60 -He :--_ 27,5 ,24 
~oal 36. .36 head 28.5 .26 ·. 
' God 33 .36 heal 32,5 .31 
goes 34 .• 51 healed 34,5 ,38 
gold 38 ~43 hear 33.5 .26 
golden 67 .66 heard 26.5 .31 
good 25 .36 heart 40.$ . .33 
goodne~s 54 ,62 hearts 42.5 .45 
grace 56 .63 heats 30,5 ,48 
graces '74 ,84 heaven . 56.5 ,45 
gracious 60 .72 heav 1 n 41.5 •38 
. grant 45 .50 helplessness 70,5 ,78 
greed 40 ,43 her 24.5 • 2lj. 
·greet L~o .43 heroic 79.5 ,60 
·grief 63 ,60 hidden 57.5 .57 
griefs 65 .72 hide 33.5 ,36 
guiding 65 ;12 high 31 .5 .29 
hand 34.5. ,34 hills 33.5 .40 
hands 37 ,5. ,46 him 28.5 .33 
happy 57.5 .53 His 27.5 ,31 
has 45,5 ,36 holds 37,5 .43 
hast 34,5 ,38 holy 60,5 .48 
haste 24,5 •. 43 hope 31.5 .37 
hath 30,5 .36 hopes 33,5 ,49 
have . 31 .5 .36 host _34,5 .38 
haunts 35,5 ,48 hosts 31 .5 ,36 
-
-
-
:·. 
-
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hour 1~7 ,39 learn 31 ,36 
-
. ·hOif 30,5 ~36, · led . 32 ,26 
I JO ,29 lest 35 ,33 
if 26 ,24 let 33 ·,26 
"immortal 71 . ,59 life 37 ,41 
- in 27 • 2L~ lifts 36 ,50 
interpreted 118 •. 85 light 38 .36 
inward 57 .55 like 38 • 36 
is 27 .26 live 31 • 31 
it 27 , 19 lives 40 ,48 
jealousies 79 .86 living 59 .57 
Jesus 53 ,70 Lo 33 ,24 
·join J6 ,4p lofty 65 .55 
joined·· 38 .58 long 38 ,38 
joy 33 ,39 longing 66 .64 
joyful i~o .58 Lord 41J- ,38 
kindred 67 .59 loss 36 .36 
king 31 ,28 lost 39 .43 
kingdom 63 • 61 love 35 ,36 
Ilingdom' s 66 ,73 lowly .64 ,48 
knelt 36 ,28 loyalty 98 .77 
,known 34 ,36 lures 31 ,38 
lmows 34 .J8 lust 37 ,38 
labors 61 ,72 made 34 ,38 
laid 35 .36 . ms.dness 63 .67 
leads 33 .48 -make 34 • 31 
' 
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.. man 34 ,41 moon 26 ,.41 
·manger 61 ,82 more . 55 .46 
.•: 
mankind 72 ,84 morning 67 ,69 
man's 37 .53 mortals 50 .59 
march 44 .48 most 36 ,43 
master 59 ,60 moved 27 ,48 
may 31 .34 mountain 60 .55 
me 29 .29 mountains 64 ,86 
l)leadow 58 ,48 mountainside 85 1,08 
meek 32 .36 move 25 ,41 
meekness 62 ,67 multitudes 92 ,88 
meet 32 ,36 music 60 ,60 
melt 11 • 26 my 33 .34 
men 31 .36 mystic · 59 .57 
_mercy 54 .58 name 34 ,43 
message 58 ,60 nation 66 ,70 
•mid 29 .31 nations 66 ,67 
midst 34 ,50 nature 59 .53 
might 36 ,41 need 31 ,31 
mind 38 .51 neglect. 71 .54 
minds 41 • 65 never 53 .43 
mine 36 ·,46 new 23 .24 
mingled 40 ,62 nigh 33 ,29 
miss 29 ,36 night 36 ,43 
mission 60 .55 no 31 ,24 
mocked 37 ,43 nobly 64 ·60 • 
.. 
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noise 36 .43. pain: 33 .36 
none 
.. 
21 • 26 Paradise 86 ,72 
nor 40 ·• 31 pardoned B7 ,74 
not 34 .31 part 41 ,33 
now. 27 ;29 partakes 61 ,62 
0 28 • 1 7 passes 50 .52 
·- obey 58 ,51 paths 36 ,43 
ocean 63 .60 peace 30 • 31 
ocean's 53 ,60 pearl 30 • 26 
o'er 51 .34 peop],e 35 .28 
of 29 ,24 peoples 38 ,40 
of ten 58 .53 perish 53 ,43 
old 35 • 31 pi ace 35 ,41 
on 31 .29 places 65 .67 
one 23 • 26 poor 30 ,26 
ones 26 ,40 possession 69 ,78 
onward 61 ·.55 pour 30 .26 
opening 43 .57 power 49 • ~-1 
or 37 ,24 praise 41 .L~5 
ordained 72 ,72 praises 63 ,66 
ordered 64 .55 prayer 58 .38 
other 54 ,41 prayers 61 ,50 
other's 56 .50 present 79 ,61 
' 
·our 47 .39 presses 65 .69 
out 27 ,29 pride 42 ,38 
own 31 .29 prince 39 ,45 
) 
. ;: 
.. 
. ' 1.57 
proclaim 77 • 71·. res.tored 78 ,69· 
pronounced . ·73 ,81 retire 7.5 • .5.5 
proud 36. .,38 .rever~nce 13 ,64 
- pub.lish 64. • .57 rich .37 ,36 
purer 
.52 ,43 richest 67 .62 
quietness 96 • 81 rightf'ul 67 .67 
_race 38 ,41 rise 41 .33 
races 66 .68 rock 39 • 31 
radiance 9.5 • 81_~ round 37 .48 
ransomed 73 • 71 rule 33 • 31 
rays 39 ,38 ruler .56 .48 
realm 38 .26 rul!"'rs .59 ,62 
···reach 39 ,41 Sabbath 48 ,60 
reclothe 73 .62 sacrif'ice 96 .94 
recoil·· ll2 .-23 ·sadness 62 ,67 
redemption 99 ,83 said 29 ,31 
reflect 72 ~ ·61.L • • saints 39 • 6.5 
reigning 67 .62 salvation 99 1 ,01 
rejoice 69 • 7.5 same 33 ,48 
release 60 ,67 save 32 ,46 
remold 72 ,67 saving 60 .72 
·remember 90 ,89 scorn 4.5 • 1_~5 
rescues 6.5 • 71 sea 28 .29 
resignati9n 127 1. 20 search 30 .46 
rest · 38 .38 seas 31 ,43 
restless 67 ,62 see . 28 ,29 
. ' 15_8 
seeing 56 .55. so . JO .29 
self'ish 62 ,67 sod. 32 ,36 
sense 32 ·.38 ·soldiers 64 • BL~ 
service 53 .60 Son 32 ,36 
serv:ing . 55 .-67 song 35 ,43 
io;et 30 • 31 sons 35 ,48 
shades 36 ,53 soon 25 .41 
shadowed 64 ,60 sorrow 74 ,60 
shadows 75 .65 sorrow's 81 .79 
shall 35 ,36 sought 34 ,36 
shame 35 .48 soul 35 ,36 
share 37 ,31 souls 40 ,60 
sharing Bo ,67 sound 31 .53 
she 30 .29 spares 40 ,45 
shine .. 37 ,46 speak 33 ,38 
shines 40 ,58 speed 39 ,40 
should 39 ;43 Spirit 63 ,52 
silence 67 ,77 spirits 40 .35 
simple 36 ,47 spread 39 ,40 
sin 29 ,36 stand 38 ,50 
_sin_g 30 ,38 star 42 ,38 
singing 58 ,64 stars 44 ,50 
Si on 64 ,63 steals 39 ,52 
skies 38 ,48 still 34 ,36 
slow 35 ,36 stooped 29 ,45 
small . 44 .55 story "67 .55 
·- ' 
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strain LiJ+ .55 . th 1 almighty· 99 ~84 
·streams L~_5 ,64 that 34 ,38 
.. 
streets 41 ' .51 the 18 .• 14 
stress 42 .57 thee 29 .24 
strife L~5 .55 their 51 .36 
strivings 76 • 93 theirs 54 .48 
strong 46 .52 them 31 ,33 
struggle 36 ,47 then 31 • 31 
sturdy ;.6 ,61 there 51 ,36 
such 3L~ ,41 there's 54 .48 
sun 3.2 .36 these 32 .38 
sunward 62 .62 they 57 ,46 
surround 54 .65 thiclc 28 ,31 
surrounded 81 ,89 thief 33 ,36 
.survey 55 ,63 ·thine 36 ,41 
sweet 36 ,43 things 31 ,50 
swift 36 .45 this 29 ,31 
sympathizing 108 1. 21 thorns 34 .55 
Syrian 56 .57 those 34 ,38 
take 34 .31 thou 27 ,29 
teach 34 ,36 three 32 .36. 
tear 35 • 21 thresholds 77.5 .83 
tears 38 .33 throne 40 ,48 
tender 56 .50 throngs 48 .60 
tends 36 .45 through 29 .36 
tell 33 • 21 thy 33 • 29 
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west 35 .33 without · 59 .60 
when· 34,5 .48 ·woes 36 .38 
where 29.5 • 31 woman's 
-
68 .72: 
' 
where'er 77,5 .60 won 23 .26 
which ;35 .5 ,43 wonders. 51 · ~64 
-
whispers 59.5 .69 wondrous 72 .64 
who 21.5 ,24 word 30 .31 
whole 34 • .? • 31 work 31 .31 
whom. 24,5 • 38· worketh 57 .55 
1-fhose 24,5 ,38 works 33 ,38 
wide 37 ,36 world . 20 ,28 
widely 68 .60 worthy 40 ,43 
will 34 • 26 wrath 37 ,36 
.willing 69 .64 wretchedness 98 .83 
·wills 37 ,38 ye 30 ,24 
win 32 .31 yea 32 .29 
wind 40 .43 yet 32 ,26 
wisdom 63 ,64 you 24 .24 
with 32 ,31 your 31 ,26 
; 
- . EPis6-opal _#282-
Prais'e rrry soul, the King of Heaven;_ 
To-His feet 'thy tribute bring; 
Ransomed, healed, restored, forgiven, 
.Evermore His praises sing:· 
Alleluia! Alleluia! Praise the everlasting King. 
Praise Him for His grace and favor 
To our fathers in distress; 
Praise Him still the same as ever, 
Slow to chide, and swift to bless: 
Alleluia! Alleluia! Glorious in His faithfulness, 
Fatherlike He tends and spares us; 
Well our feeble frame He knows; 
In His hand He gently bears us, 
Rescues us from all our foes, 
Alleluia! Alleluia! Widely yet His mercy flows. 
' 
:·. 
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Episcopal li521+ 
·God of grac~ and God of glory, On thy people pour thy power; 
Crown thine ancient Church's story; Bring her bud to glorious 
flower. 
Grant us wisdom, grant us courage, For the facing of this hour. 
Lo! the hosts of evil round us Scorn thy Christ, assail his ways! 
From the fears that long have bound us Free our hearts to faith 
and praise: 
Grant us wisdom, grant us courage, For the living of these days. 
Cure thy children's warring madness, Bend our pride t? thy control; 
Shame our wanton, selfish g:iadlless, Rich in things and poor in 
soul. 
Grant us wisdom, grant.us courage, Lest we miss thy .kingdom's goal. 
Set our feet on lofty places; Gird our lives that they may.be 
Armoured with all Christ-like graces In the fight to set men free. 
Grant us wisdom, grant us courage, That we fail not man nor thee, 
Amen. 
\' 
Ep~scopal ff1 26 
For· all the·saints, who from.their labors rest, 
-\·rho thee oy faith before' the world_ confessed, 
Thy Name, O Jesus., be forever blirnt. 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
Thou wast their rock, their fortress, and their might: 
Thou, Lord, their Captain in the well-fought fight; 
Thou, in the darkness drear, the one true light, 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
0 may thy soldiers, faithful, true and bold, 
Fight as the saints who nobly fought of old, 
And win, with them, the victor's crown of gold, 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
" . 
0 blest communion, fellowship divine! 
We feebly struggle, they in glory shine; 
: Yet all are one in thee, for all are thine. 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
And when the strife is fierce, the warfare long, 
· Steals on the ear the distant triumph song, 
And hearts are brave again, and arms are strong. 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
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-E!Jiscopal #1 26 Continued· 
'The golden evening brightens in the west; 
.·: 
' Soon, soon to faithful warriors cometh rest; 
Sweet is the calm of paradise the blest. 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
But lo! there breaks a Yet more glorious day; 
The saints triumphant rise in bright array; 
The King of glory passes on his way. 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
From earth 1 s wid.e boiJ.nds, from ocean 1 s farthest coast, 
·Through gates of pearl streams in the countless host, 
Singing to F_ather, Son, and Holy Ghost, 
.Alleluia, Alleluia! Amen. 
165 
.. 
Fat~er eter~al, Ruler of creation, . 
_Spirit of life, which nioved ere ·form 'das made_, 
Through the thick. darlmess cov 1ring eytry nation, 
Light t~man•s blindness, O be thou our aid! 
Refrain: 
Thy kingdom come, O Lord, thy will be done, 
Races and peoples, lo, we stand divided, 
And, sharing not our griefs, no joy can share; 
By wars and tumults love is mocked, derided; . 
His conquering cross no kingdom wills to bear: 
Refrain: 
Envious of heart, blind-eyed, with tongues confounded, 
Nation· :by nation still goes unforgiv 1n, 
In wrath and fear, by jealousies surrounded, 
Building proud towers which shall not reach to heav 1n: 
·Refrain: 
Lust of possession worketh desolations; 
There is no meekness in the sons of earth; 
Led by no star; the rulers of the nations 
Still fail to bring us to the blissful birth: 
Refrain: 
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· ·Episcopal .#532 -. Continued 
·How shall we love thee,· .holy hidden. Being, 
If.we· love not the world which thou hast made? 
0 give us brother-love for better seeing 
'Thy Word made flesh, and in a manger laid. 
Refrain: 
' 
'167. 
_Episcopal #2.61 
.0 Si;on_, .. _._haste, thy mis.sion high fi.i,.lfilling, 
To tell &11 ·the- world that· God.is.Light; 
That he who made all nations is not willing 
-One soul should perish, lo~t in shades of night: 
Refrain: 
Publish glad tidings: Tidings of_ peace, 
Tidings of Jesus, Redemption and release. 
Proclaim to ev'ry people, tongue, and nation 
That God, in whom they live and move, is Love: 
Tell how he stooped to save his lost creation, 
And died on earth that man might live above. 
Refrain: 
.. 
Give of thy sons to bear the mess~ge glorious; 
Give of thy wealth to speed them on their way; 
Pour out thy soul for them in prayer victorious 
Till God shall bring his kingdom's joyful day, 
Refrain: 
He comes again! 0 Sion, ere thou meet him, 
Make knoi-m to every heart his ·saving grace; 
Let none whom he hath ransomed fail to greet him, 
' 
Through tb.Y neglect, unfit to see his face, 
Refrain: 
168. 
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169. 
Methodis-t #443 
!'Are ye able, 11 said .the ·Master, "To _be crucified with me?" 
"Yea, 11 the sturdy dreamers answered, "To the death we follow Th.ee, 11 
Refrain: 
Lord, we are able: Our spirfts are thine, 
Remold them, make us, Like Thee divine, 
Thy guiding radiance Above us shall be 
A beacon to God To love and loyalty •. Amen, 
-"Are ye able to remember When a thief lifts up his eyes, 
That his pardoned soul is worthy Of a place in Paradise?" 
Refrain: 
11Are ye able, whe.n the shadows Close arou..'ld.you with the sod, 
To believe that spirit triumphs, To commend your soul to God?" 
Refrain: 
"Are ye able? 11 still the Master Whispers down eternity, 
And heroic spirits answer, Now, as then, in Galilee, 
Refrain: 
' 
·. ' 
. ' 
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Methodist #56 
I sing th' almighty power; of God, That made the mountains rise, 
That spread the flowing seas abroad, And built the lofty skies. 
I sing the wisdom that ordained The sun to rule the day; 
The moon shines full at His command, And all the stars obey, 
I sing the goodness of the Lord, That filled the earth with food,· 
And formed the creatures with His word, And then pronounced them 
good, 
Lord, how Thy wop.ders are displayed Where•er I turn mine.eye; 
There's not a place where we can flee, But Thou, 0 God, art nigh. 
Amen, 
... 
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Methodist #311). 
'.!,'he Church's one .Foundation Is Jesus Christ her. Lord; 
' She is His new creation By water and the word; 
From heaven He came and'sought her To be His holy Bride; 
With His own blood He bought her, And for her life He died. 
Elect from every nation, .Yet one o 1 er all the earth, 
Her charter of salvation One Lord, one faith, one birth; 
' One holy name she blesses, Partakes one holy food, 
And to one hope she presses, With every grace endued. 
1Mid toil and tribulation, And tumult of heio war, 
She waits the consummation Of peace for evermore; 
Till with the vision glorious, Her longing eyes ape blest, 
. And the great Church victorious Shall be the Church at rest.· 
Yet she on e=th hath union With God the Three in One, 
And mystic sweet communion With those whose rest is won; 
0 happy ones and holy! Lord, give us grace that we, 
Like them, the meek and lowly, On high may dwell with Thee, Amen. 
... 
·. ' 
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. '· Methodist #1 O '. · 
Joyful, joyful, w.e adore Thee, God of glory, Lord of love; 
Hearts un:fold like flowers before Thee, Opening to the sun above. 
Melt the clouds of sin and sadness; Drive the dark of doubt away; 
Giver of immortal gladness, Fill us with the light of day! 
All thy works with joy surround Thee, Earth and heaven reflect 
Thy rays; 
Stars and angels sing aroUI?-d Thee, Center of unbroken praise; 
Field and forest, vale and mountain, Blossoming meadow, flashing sea~ 
Chanting bird and flowing fountain Call us to rejoice in Thee. 
Thou art giving and forgiving, Ever blessing, ever blest, 
1·/ellspring of the joy of living, Ocean depth of happy rest I 
.Thou the Father, Christ our Brother, All who live in love are thine; 
Teach us how to love each other,·Lift us to the joy divine. 
Mortals join the mighty chorus, Which the morning stars began; 
Father love is reigning o'er us, Brother love binds man to man, 
Ever singing, march we onward, Victors in the midst of strife; 
Joyful music lifts us sunward In the triumph song of life, Amen, 
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Methodist f/246· : 
God of' .grace' and God of'.· glory, On Thy people po~ Thy power; 
Crown Thine ancient church's story; Bring her bud to glorious flower. 
Grant us wisdom, Grant u_s courage For the fa_cing o:f.• this hour, 
For the i'acing of' this hour. 
Loi the hosts of' evil round ;us Scorn Thy Christ, assail His ways! 
Fears and doubt too long have bound us, Free our hearts to work 
and praise. 
Grant us wisdom, Grant us courage.For. the living of' these days, 
For the living of' these days. 
Cure Thy children's warring ma~ne~JS, Bend our pride to· Thy control; 
Shame our wanton, selfish gladness, Rich in things and.poor in soul. 
Grant us wisdom, GraI).t us courage, Lest we miss Thy kingdom's goal, 
Lest we miss Thy kingdom's goal. 
Set our feet on loi'ty places; Gird our lives that they may be 
Armored with e,11 Christlike graces In the fight to set men i'ree. 
Grant us wisdom, Grant us courage, That we fail not man nor Thee! 
That we fail not man nor Theel 
Save us i'rom weak resignation To the evils we deplore;· 
Let the search i'or Thy salvation Be our glory ever more, 
Grant us wisdom, Grant us courage, Serving Thee whom we adore, 
Se.rving Thee whom we adore, Juµen. 
... 
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Baptist #476: . 
· Blest be th~ tie that binds Our hearts -in Christian love: 
The .fellowship of kindred. minds Is like to that above,. 
Before our Fathe1''s throne W~ pour our ard1?nt prayers; 
Our fears, our hopes, our aims are one, Our comforts and our cares, 
We share each other's woes, Each other's burdens bear, 
And often for each other flows The sympathizin9 tear, 
When we are called to part, It gives us inward pain; 
But we shall still be joined in heart, An~ hope to meet again, 
Amen, 
175 
. Baptist #228 . 
When I survey the wondrous cross on-which the Prince of glory died, 
Jl!y riche·st· gain I count but loss, And" pour contempt on all my pride, 
For~id ~t, Lord, that I.should boast, Save in the death oi' Christ, 
my Lord; 
All the vain things that charm me most,. I sacrifi"ce them to His bloo' 
See, from His head, His hands, His feet, Sorrow and love flow · 
mingled down; 
Did e'er such love and sorrow meet, Or thorns compose so rich a crown 
Were the whole realm of nature min~, That were a present far too 
small: 
·Love so amazing, so divine, Demands my soul, my life, my all, 
Amen, 
Baptist #519 . 
Where cross the crowded wo.ys of life, 
Where sound the cries of r ace and clan, 
Above the noise of sel fish strife, 
We hear Thy voice , 0 Son of Han ! 
In haunts of wretchedness and need, 
On shadowed thresholds dark with fears, 
From paths where hide the lures of greed, 
We catch the v isl.on of Thy tears. 
From tender childhood ' s helplessness , 
From woman 's grief , man's burdened toil, 
From famished souls , from sorrow ' s stress , 
Thy heart ha s never known recoil. 
Th e cup of water given for Thee 
Still h ol ds the freshness of Thy grace ; 
Yet l ong these multitudes to see 
The sweet compass i on of Thy face . 
0 Master , f rom the mountainside , 
Make haste to heal these hearts of pa in ; 
Among these restless throngs abide , 
0 tread the city 's streets again, 
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Bapti.st #519 Continued 
Till sons of men shall learn Thy love 
' 
And follow '\·1here Thy feet have trod; 
Till, glorious from Thy heaven above, 
Shall come the city of our God! Amen. 
Dear Lqrd arid Father of. mankind, 
··Forgive our foolish ways; 
Reclothe us in our rightful mind; 
In purer lives Thy service find, 
In deeper reverence, praise, 
In simple trust like theirs who heard, 
Beside the Syrian sea, 
The gracious calling of the Lord, 
Let us, like them, without a word~ 
Rise up and follow Thee, 
.0 Sabbath rest by Galilee! 
0 calm of hills above! 
Where Jesus lmelt to share with Thee 
The silence of eter,nity, 
.·Interpreted by love, 
Drop Thy still dews of quietness, 
Till all our strivings cease; 
Take from our souls the strain and stress, 
And let our ordered lives confess 
The beauty of Thy peace, 
17_8 
·, .· 
· Baptist #41.1 Continued 
·Breathe t~>ough· the· heat.s of our desire 
Thy coolness and Thy balm; 
Let sense be dumb, let flesh retire; 
. 
. ·speak through the earthquake, wind, and fire, 
0 still small voice of calm! Amen • 
. . . 
' 
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Baptist #95 : · 
·J~yi'ul, joyi'ul, we adore Thee, God oi' glory, Lord of' love; 
' Hearts unf'old like i'lowers bei'ore Thee, Opening to the s·un above. 
Melt the clouds of' sin and sadness, Drive the dark _of' doubt away; 
Giver of' immortal gladness, Fill us with the light oi' day. 
All thy works with joy su+>round Thee, Earth and heaven reflect 
Thy rays, 
Stars and angels sing around Thee, Center of' unbroken praise. 
Field and i'orest, vale and mountain, Flowery meadow, i'lashing sea, 
Chanting bird and i'lowing fountain, Call us to rejoice in Thee. 
Thou art giving and i'orgiving, Ever blessing, ever blest, 
Well-spring of the joy of' living, Ocean depth of happy rest! 
.Thou our Father, Christ our Brother, All who live in love are Thin!?; 
Teach us how to love each other, · Lii't us to the Joy di vine. 
Mortals, join the happy chorus Which the morning stars began; 
Father love is reigning oter us, Brother love binds man to man. 
Ever singing, march we onward, Victors in the midst oi' strif'e, 
Joyful music leads us Sunward In the trii.unph song of life. Amen. 
